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Linguistic Evidence for the Compilation of Twelfth-

Century Manuscripts containing Old English Texts: the 

case of Cotton Vespasian D. xiv 
 

There is an immense amount of work to be done on the language of the English texts copied 

between 1100 and 1200 (Treharne 2012: 133). 

Abstract 

This article examines London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian D. xiv, fols. 4-169, an 

anthology of “Old” and “early Middle” English religious texts which recent scholarship has 

argued was compiled around 1150 at Christ Church Canterbury, making it an important 

witness to the active reuse of Old English materials almost a hundred years after the Norman 

Conquest. Using an electronic text of the manuscript from the Innsbruck Corpus, an 

innovative focus (the orthography of high-frequency lexical items) and an innovative method 

to collect that data (regular expression searches), the article shows that all but two of the 

items in the manuscript were copied directly from a single pre-existing exemplar or group of 

related exemplars, dismantling the case for seeing it as the product of a compiler working 

around 1150. More generally, the article demonstrates the value of electronic methods as a 

supplement to traditional philology in establishing the production histories of medieval 

manuscripts.  

1. Introduction 

The transition from Old English to Middle English in the course of the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries has been described as ‘the most dramatic change in the English language’ (van 

Gelderen 2006: 91). Yet much that is very basic about this change remains uncertain. While 

there are seemingly well-defined bodies of texts that constitute “Old English” and “Middle 

English”, the degree of overlap between those two sets of texts is only rarely acknowledged. 
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Thus, to take just one example of many, the writ issued by Ranulf Flambard sometime in the 

first two decades of the twelfth century to notify the inhabitants of Norham (Co. 

Northumberland) that he had granted two local estates, Allerdean and Hallowstell, to Durham 

Cathedral, is cited as a putatively Old English text by the Dictionary of Old English and as a 

putatively Middle English text by the Middle English Dictionary.1  

The problem of how particular evidence should be categorised, and thus inform analyses of 

this transition, is especially acute when that evidence is preserved in manuscripts copied after 

the Norman Conquest, but which comprise mainly or exclusively texts composed before 

1066. One of these manuscripts is the homiliary Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley 343. 

Copied, according to palaeographers, in the second half of the twelfth century, the manuscript 

is thus broadly contemporary with religious works like the Ormulum and Trinity and 

Lambeth Homilies that have always been considered Middle English, and its contents are 

duly cited in the Middle English Dictionary.2 But its texts, many of which were originally 

composed by Ælfric around the first millennium, are also cited by the Dictionary of Old 

English. Does it therefore offer evidence for Old English, Middle English, both, or neither? 

                                                 
1 Pelteret (1990): no. 64, edited Liebermann 1903a, 283-4 (no. III), and used by the Dictionary of Old English as 

Healey and Venezky (1980): B15.3.61 and the Middle English Dictionary as (a1128) Chart.Nhb.in Archiv 111.  

2 A terminus ante quem for the five homilies shared by the Trinity and Lambeth collections is provided by the 

palaeographical dating of Trinity ‘solidly and equivocally’ to the second half of the twelfth century by Hanna 

(apud Millett 2007: 61). The surviving manuscript of the Ormulum, which is Orm’s autograph, is dated by 

Parkes (1983) to the 1180s, but as Johannesson (1997) argues, the project may have begun in the 1150s. The 

Middle English Dictionary has eighteen stencils that refer to Bodley 343, including the “Old English” Invention 

of the Cross (Healey and Venezky (1980): B3.3.5) as c1175(?OE) HRood (Bod 343) and the “Middle English” 

Grave (Healey and Venezky (1980): A47) as c1175 Body & S.(1) (Bod 343), which are altogether quoted 

almost 7000 times.  
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To better understand the ramifications of this question, we need more information about the 

language of twelfth-century texts. Those twelfth-century texts always considered Early 

Middle English, like the Second Continuation of the Peterborough Chronicle, are well-served 

by a long tradition of scholarship, culminating in the Linguistic Atlas of Early Middle English 

(Laing 2013). Yet for those twelfth-century manuscripts containing Old English texts or 

which are considered to contain Old English texts, the most recent study remains 

Schlemilch’s 1914 thesis. While there have been calls, like Treharne’s, for further work on 

the language of twelfth-century manuscripts containing Old English texts, older statements 

that their language is corrupt or ‘unusable’ for the specific purposes of the author have been 

generalised and remain influential.3 Little work has accordingly been attempted to integrate 

evidence from all texts copied in English the twelfth century, that is both those considered 

Old English and those considered Middle English. 

This article takes up the gauntlet thrown by these claims and the confusion which exists with 

regard to the language of twelfth-century texts with a case-study of the language of one 

twelfth-century manuscript containing Old English texts, London, British Library, Cotton 

Vespasian D. xiv, fols. 4-169. It shows that rather than being corrupt or chaotic, the language 

is internally consistent and that close study of it is informative, revealing a dramatically 

different production history for the manuscript than recent research has proposed. As such it 

hopes to inspire the future work on the language of twelfth-century manuscripts containing 

                                                 
3 Pope’s description (1967: 1: 20) of the language of Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 303 as ‘markedly 

though inconsistently archaic’, sometimes ‘sheer chaos’, and the work of a scribe whose ‘attention wandered 

from time to time … or scarcely understood what he was writing’ has been much quoted with broader 

application. The Linguistic Atlas of Early Middle English (Laing and Lass 2013: §1.5.3), independently, calls 

twelfth-century copies of Old English texts ‘not usable’. 
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Old English texts that will eventually enable us to more fully describe the transition from Old 

English to Middle English.    

2. The Manuscript 

London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian D. xiv, fols. 4-169 is a collection of religious 

texts, many by Ælfric, dated on palaeographical grounds to the mid-twelfth century, and thus 

only a generation earlier than Middle English sermons like those in the Lambeth and Trinity 

Homilies.4 Like Bodley 343 and other twelfth-century manuscripts containing Old English 

texts, it is cited by both the Dictionary of Old English and Middle English Dictionary.5 But it 

has particular interest for the student of twelfth-century English since while mainly 

comprising adaptations of (Old English) works by Ælfric, Vespasian D. xiv also contains a 

translation of Ralph D’Escures’ sermon on the Virgin Mary that has been described as ‘the 

earliest M[iddle] E[nglish]’ text (Clark 1970: lii n. 1), and a case has recently been made that 

the majority of the other texts uniquely attested in it are also twelfth-century compositions 

(Younge 2012: esp. 90-91). The manuscript is thus an excellent test case for assessing 

whether detailed linguistic study of twelfth-century manuscripts containing Old English will 

be rewarding. 

                                                 
4 The remaining leaves (fols. 170-224), a ninth-century copy of Isidore’s Synonyma, were not joined to the rest 

of the manuscript until after 1560, so do not concern us here. 

5 The Dictionary of Old English cites sixteen texts directly from Vespasian D. xiv, while the Middle English 

Dictionary cites the manuscript over 4000 times, under two stencils that refer to the whole manuscript 

(a1150(OE) Vsp.D.Hom. (Vsp D.14) and a1150(?OE) Vsp.D.Hom. (Vsp D.14)), and three stencils that refer to 

individual texts.  
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Vespasian D. xiv contains around fifty texts (the exact number given by different authorities 

varies depending on how closely they follow scribal textual divisions).6 To avoid confusion, 

this paper follows Warner’s numeration in her 1917 edition of the manuscript for the Early 

English Text Society, but adds three further subdivisions (38a, 43a and 44a) to reflect 

instances where a single item in her edition might derive from two or more earlier texts. The 

full contents of the manuscript are shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: The Contents of London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian D. xiv, fols. 4- 169 

Fols. Warner 

No. 

Warner 

Scope 

Warner Title Text Cameron 

No. 

Scribe Block 

4v/1-

6v/14 

1 1/2-3/4 The Creation Ælfric, De initio 

creaturae 

(excerpt) 

B1.1.2 2 A 

6v/14-22 2 3/5-3/11 Emb Clænnysse þe 

gehadede mæn 

healden 

Ælfric, Letter to 

Sigefyrth 

(excerpt) 

B1.8.5 1 A 

7r/1-

11v/21 

3 3/13-

7/33 

The Old English 

Cato 

Dicts of Cato B7.1 1 B1 

12r/1-

13v/7 

4 8/2-9/21 The Catholic Faith Ælfric, De fide 

Catholica 

(excerpt) 

B1.1.22 1 B1 

13v/8-

15r/19 

5 9/23-

11/7 

Decalogum Moysi Ælfric, Second 

OE Letter for 

Wulfstan 

(excerpt) 

B1.8.3 1 B1 

15r/19-

21v/20 

6 11/10-

16/27 

De XII abusiuis 

secundum 

Ælfric, De XII 

abusivis (part) 

B1.6.2 1 B1 

                                                 
6 Descriptions of the manuscript include Förster (1920), Ker (1957: no. 209), Wilcox (2000), Younge (2012: 

esp. 222-3). 
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Fols. Warner 

No. 

Warner 

Scope 

Warner Title Text Cameron 

No. 

Scribe Block 

disputationem sancti 

Cipriani martyris 

21v/20-

22r/19 

7 16/29-

17/25 

De VIII 

principalibus viciis 

Ælfric, De XII 

abusivis (part) 

B1.6.2 1 B1 

22r/19-

23v/20 

8 17/27-

19/4 

De VIII virtutibus Ælfric, De XII 

abusivis (part) 

B1.6.2 1 B1 

23v/20-

25r/12 

9 19/5-

20/16 

Of S. Johanne 

Baptiste 

Ælfric, John the 

Baptist (excerpt) 

B1.1.27 1 B1 

25r/13-

25v/10 

10 20/19-

20/32 

In festo sancti petri 

apostoli 

Ælfric, Peter 

(excerpt) 

B1.1.28 1 B1 

25v/11-

30r/10 

11 21/2-

25/4 

Of Jacobe, Johannes 

broðer 

Anon, Life of St 

James 

B3.3.11 1 B1 

30r/11-

31v/5 

12 25/5-

26/15 

VI Kl Aug 

sanctorum septem 

dormientem 

Ælfric, Seven 

Sleepers (excerpt) 

B1.2.34 1 B1 

31v/5-

33r/3 

13 26/18-

27/32 

Kl Augusti ad 

vincula sancti Petri 

apostoli 

Ælfric, Peter in 

Chains (excerpt) 

B1.2.31 1 B1 

33r/4-

40r/5 

14 28/3-

34/2 

Dominica XI post 

Pentecosten 

Ælfric, Dom XI 

Post Pentecosten 

B1.1.30 1 B1 

40r/5-

48v/10 

15 34/4-

41/22 

Dominica XII post 

Pentecosten 

Ælfric, Dom XII 

Post Pentecosten  

B1.2.35 1 B1 

48v/10-

54v/10 

16 41/24-

46/33 

In assumptione 

sancte Marie 

Ælfric, 

Assumption of 

Mary (part) 

B1.1.32 1 B1 

54v/11-

57v/22 

17 47/2-

50/7 

Omelia Ælfric, 

Assumption of 

Mary (excerpt) 

B1.2.36 1 B1 
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Fols. Warner 

No. 

Warner 

Scope 

Warner Title Text Cameron 

No. 

Scribe Block 

58r/1-

60r/18 

18 50/9-

52/14 

The Assumption of 

St Mary 

Ælfric, 

Assumption of 

Mary (part) 

B1.1.32 1 B2 

60r/18-

67r/22 

19 52/18-

58/21 

IIII Kl Septemb 

Passio Sancti 

Johannis Baptiste 

Ælfric, Passion of 

St John 

B1.1.34 1 B2 

67v/1-21 20 58/23-

59/2 

St Luke XI. 24-28 Ælfric, Third 

Sunday in Lent 

(excerpt) 

B1.4.4 4 B2 

68r/1-

70r/12 

21 59/5-

61/6 

In XI Kl Octobr de 

sancto Matheo 

apostolo 

Ælfric, Passion of 

St Matthew 

(excerpt) 

B1.2.40 1 C 

70r/13-

74v/11 

22 61/10-

65/11 

In III Kl Octobr Ælfric, Festival 

of St Michael  

(excerpt) 

B1.1.36 1 C 

74v/12-

15 

23 65/12-

65/15 

Fragment of XLI Ælfric, First 

Sunday in Sept  

(excerpt) 

B1.2.37 1 C 

74v/16-

75r/5 

24 65/17-

65/26 

Fragment from the 

Homilies of St 

Augustine 

Augustine B9.8 1 C 

75r/6-

75v/2 

25 65/28-

66/11 

Concerning 

Appearances of the 

Saviour 

Ælfric, First OE 

Letter for 

Wulfstan 

(excerpt) 

B1.8.2 1 C 

75v/3-

75v/21 

26 66/12-

66/25 

Weather Prophecies Prognostic B23.3.5 1 C 
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Fols. Warner 

No. 

Warner 

Scope 

Warner Title Text Cameron 

No. 

Scribe Block 

76r/1-

76v/18 

27 66/27-

67/25 

Concerning the 

Coming of 

Antichrist 

Coming of 

Antichrist 

B24.21 1 D1 

76v/18-

83r/8 

28 67/28-

72/39 

Dominica II in 

Aduentu Domini 

Ælfric, Dom II in 

Adventu Domini 

B1.1.42 1 D1 

83r/10-

86v/23 

29 73/3-

77/2 

Secundum Matheum Ælfric, All Saints 

(excerpt) 

B1.1.38 1 D1 

87r/1-

87v/8 

30 77/4-

77/26 

St John XIV. 1-13 Gospels B8.4.6 1 D2 

87v/9-

100r/22 

31 77/29-

88/13 

The Gospel of 

Nichodemus 

Gospel of 

Nichodemus 

B8.5.3 1 D2 

100v/1-

102r/8 

32 88/15-

89/31 

Nathanis Judaei 

Legatio 

Vindicta 

Salvatoris 

B8.5.4 1 D2 

102r/9-

103v/9 

33 89/33-

91/7 

Signs of the Last 

Judgment 

The Fifteen Days 

before Judgment 

B24.22 1 D2 

103v/8-

25 

34 91/9-

91/22 

Emb Þunre Prognostic B23.3.5 1 D2 

104r/1-

119r/20 

35 91/25-

105/35 

The Old English 

Alcuin 

Alcuin, De 

Virtutibus et 

Vitiis (excerpt) 

B9.7 1 E 

119r/21-

123r/8 

36 106/2-

109/8 

The Festival of St 

Clement 

Ælfric, St 

Clement (excerpt) 

B1.1.39 1 E 

123r/8-

130v/22 

37 109/10-

115/34 

Sanctus Furseus 

Gesihðe 

Ælfric, Fursey  B1.2.25 1 E 

131r/1-

135r/5 

38 116/12-

119/17 

Of Drihtelme Ælfric, Drihthelm 

(excerpt) 

B1.2.26 1 E 
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Fols. Warner 

No. 

Warner 

Scope 

Warner Title Text Cameron 

No. 

Scribe Block 

135r/6-

136r/14 

38a  119/17-

120/17 

- Ælfric, 

Hortatorius 

Sermo 

B1.2.27 1 E 

136r/15-

137r/7 

39 120/19-

121/12 

Fragment Ælfric, In letania 

maiore (excerpt) 

B1.1.20 1 E 

137r/8-

139r/2 

40 121/14-

122/37 

The Festival of St 

Paul 

Ælfric, St Paul 

(excerpt) 

B1.1.29 1 E 

139r/3-

145v/18 

41 123/2-

129/2 

Forbisne of Job Ælfric, First 

Sunday in 

September 

B1.2.37 1 E 

145v/18-

151r/22 

42 129/4-

134/4 

Of Seinte Neote Anon, Saint Neot B3.3.28 1 E 

151v/1-

157r/22 

43 135/6-

139/3 

Sermo in Festis 

Sancte Marie 

Virginis 

Anon, In Festis 

Sancte Marie 

B3.3.22 1 E 

157v/1-

158r/12 

43a 139/3-

139/24 

- Anon, Trinubium 

Annae 

B3.4.56 1 E 

158r/13-

159r/4 

44 139/26-

140/17 

Fragment Anon, Babylon 

Fragment 

B3.4.57 1 E 

159r/5-8 44a 140/17-

140/19 

- The Age of the 

World 

B24.26.2 1 E 

159r/10-

163v/8 

45 140/21-

143/36 

The Old English 

Honorius 

Honorius of 

Autun, 

Elucidarium 

(part) 

B9.9 1 E 

163v/10-

165r/13 

46 144/2-

145/19 

The Old English 

Honorius 

Honorius of 

Autun, 

B9.9 3 E 
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Fols. Warner 

No. 

Warner 

Scope 

Warner Title Text Cameron 

No. 

Scribe Block 

Elucidarium 

(part) 

165r/13-

166r/10 

47 145/21-

146/14 

On the Lord’s 

Prayer 

Ælfric, Lord's 

Prayer (excerpt) 

B1.1.21 2, 3 E 

166r/12-

168r/23 

48 146/16-

148/9 

The Phoenix 

Homily 

De sancto 

Iohanne 

B3.4.17 2 E 

168v/1-

169r/21 

49 148/11-

149/3 

The Annunciation 

of St Mary 

Ælfric, 

Annunciation 

(excerpt) 

B1.1.14 2 E 

169v/1-

21 

50 149/5-

149/18 

Shrove Sunday Ælfric, Shrove 

Sunday (excerpt, 

incomplete) 

B1.1.11 1 E 

 

Vespasian D. xiv’s 53 texts thus range in length from a 5500-word extract from the Old 

English Alcuin (Warner 35), to near-full versions of Ælfrician homilies like that for Fursey 

(Warner 37), to the 34-word except from Ælfric’s First Series Homily on Job copied on fol. 

74v (Warner 23). Overall, 34 of the texts are based on works of Ælfric. Fourteen are unique, 

including the translation of Ralph D’Escures sermon on the Virgin Mary, which as we have 

seen has been described as ‘the earliest M[iddle] English text’ as well as two translations of 

portions of the Elucidarium, the Latin of which was completed by Honorius Augustodunensis 

around 1100 (Warner 45, 46), so which must also have been composed in the twelfth century. 

Several generations of research have established with clarity much about the process by 

which Vespasian D. xiv was produced (Förster 1920; Ker 1957: no. 209; Handley 1974; 

Younge 2012). It is generally agreed that the manuscript is the work of one main scribe. 

While Förster identified four minor hands, subsequent writers have generally followed Ker in 
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identifying only two (Treharne 2000: 31-4; Wilcox 2000: 55; Roberts 2005: no. 25; Treharne 

2010). With some minor dissent, to Hand 2 is usually assigned the copying of Warner 1 

(Creation),7 Warner 20 (St Luke XI. 24-28),8 the first six lines of Warner 47 (On the Lord’s 

Prayer, to 145/26 (gold)), Warner 48 (Phoenix Homily), and Warner 49 (Annunciation of St 

Mary). Hand 3 is more readily recognisable, and there is unequivocal consensus that he wrote 

Warner 46 (the second part of the Old English Honorius) and the rest of Warner 47 (On the 

Lord’s Prayer). Both Ker and Treharne have mooted the possibility that Hand 2 is actually the 

script of Hand 1 at a later stage of his life.9 I discuss the identity of the corrector below.  

Quire and textual boundaries coincide in a number of places throughout the manuscript, 

suggesting these scribes compiled it in booklets. The most recent research, that by George 

Younge (2012: esp. 93-137), subdivides work on the manuscript into seven blocks, as shown 

in Table 1 above. As Handley, Younge and others have observed, these blocks often 

culminate with series of shorter excerpts as if to fill the space available at the end of the final 

quire in each unit. Thus the first six leaves of Block C, which comprises a single quire of 

eight, contain two long excerpts from Ælfric’s Second Series Homily for the Passion of St 

Matthew (Warner 21) and First Series Homily for the Festival of St Michael (Warner 22), 

while the remaining two leaves are filled with a four-line excerpt from Ælfric’s Second Series 

Homily for the First Sunday in September (Warner 23), a short citation from Augustine’s 

cwidboc (Warner 24), an excerpt from Ælfric’s Letter of Wulfstan (Warner 25) and a unique 

                                                 
7 Wilcox (2000: 55) assigns Warner 1 (The Creation) to the main hand. 

8 Younge: (2012:224) attributes Warner 20 to a fourth scribe. To ensure I am not conflating separate scribes, I 

have kept Hands 2 and 4 apart in the analysis below, but, as we shall see, there is little that linguistically 

distinguishes the putative Hand 4 from Hand 2. 

9 Ker (1957: no. 209) refers to Hand 2’s writing as ‘generally like the main hand’; Treharne (2010) to Hand 2’s 

stint as ‘written in a hand later than – but, arguably, identical to – the first’. See also Treharne (2000: 32n71). 
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prognostic (Warner 26). These space-fillers have loomed large in recent discussions of the 

manuscript as evidence that the compiler was actively responsible for the selection and 

editing of the texts it contains, an interpretation that the linguistic evidence offered in this 

article seriously undermines. 

Recent scholarship has found a variety of palaeographical, textual and cultural reasons to 

place the production of the manuscript at Christ Church Canterbury and has proceeded to take 

its compilation as the work of monks of that house in the mid-twelfth century. Thus Younge 

(2012: 218) argues that Vespasian D. xiv ‘is a living literary artefact of the 1150s, inflected 

with the anxieties, interests and prejudices of the men and women who produced and used it’. 

In a similar vein, Treharne (2012: 158) has suggested the compiler ‘clearly recognized the 

literary and linguistic merits of English as a medium for up-to-date theological writings’. By 

establishing the existence for a direct exemplar for almost all of Vespasian D. xiv, this article 

pushes the search for the cultural moment that inspired its compilation back beyond 

Canterbury around 1150 to an unknown centre in the first half of the twelfth century. 

Key to this re-evaluation is the language of Vespasian D. xiv, a feature largely ignored in 

recent discussions of the manuscript, beyond nugatory attempts to establish whether the 

language is compatible, or at least not incompatible, with an origin for the manuscript in Kent 

(Richards 1973: 31-3; Younge 2012: 24). A partial exception is Viktor Schmetterer’s Vienna 

dissertation, which edits three of the unique items, and includes a brief discussion of their 

language in its introduction (1981: 29-37). Of rather more use, even after a hundred years, is 

1916 dissertation of Karl Glaeser, directed by Max Förster at the University of Leipzig, 

though its scope is limited to the Ælfrician items.  Peter Kitson also makes suggestive 

remarks about the manuscript’s language in several articles (1990: 44n61; 1993: 43n116; 

2004: 227). Essentially, however, as the methodology section below explains, we must 

proceed from first principles in the examination of the manuscript’s language, which, perhaps 
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surprisingly given its relative neglect, is of considerable interest, sufficiently regular for 

deviations to be meaningful and sufficiently idiosyncratic to raise the hope that it can be 

localised. 

The consensus view of Vespasian D. xiv in recent scholarship is thus that it is a product of 

Christ Church Canterbury around 1150 and that the main scribe compiled it and took an 

active role in selecting, adapting and editing the texts it contains, particularly the short space-

fillers with which several of the booklets that comprise the manuscript end. The manuscript’s 

language has largely been subordinated to cultural considerations in establishing this 

narrative of its compilation. But, as this article will go on to show, its language has a story to 

tell, and it is a story that runs contrary to the production narrative currently accepted. For 

rather than being the creation of Hand 1, who drew on multiple exemplars and his own 

memory to assemble the manuscript in the mid-twelfth century, the language suggests that 

Hand 1 faithfully replicated a pre-existing exemplar that contained every text he copied, with 

only two items twelfth-century additions, and those the work of the minor hands. Close study 

of Vespasian D. xiv’s language thus shows that the linguistic study of twelfth-century 

manuscripts has considerable potential to illuminate the linguistic and literary-historical 

implications of the transition from Old to Middle English. 

3. Methodology 

Late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century dissertations, like that of Glaeser, examine the 

spellings of the reflexes of each proto-Germanic vowel systematically by phonetic 

environment. This structural model has proven very influential and is still that used in the 

description of a work’s language that appears in most modern scholarly editions. In such 

analyses, forms are collected by hand by the scholar reading through the text. The results of 

such labour have been very important in the development of our understanding of the Old 
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English language, providing the data for the earliest grammars to define the major changes 

that periodise Old English and divide it into dialects. 

This study takes a different approach, facilitated by the availability of the edition of the whole 

manuscript by Warner (1917) and an electronic text of that edition as part of the Innsbruck 

Corpus (Markus 2010). While I have read the several times, most of the data presented below 

comes instead from electronic searches. This has, like any method, advantages and 

disadvantages, which are set out below so that the reader will not be deceived about what 

data collected in this way can and cannot show. 

The Innsbruck Corpus provides each work in three formats, as a Word document, in Rich 

Text Format and as a Text file. This article exclusively uses the last format. The files derive 

from optical character recognition of the printed text, and are, it must be admitted, not free 

from error. Thus, to take just a handful of examples, Innsbruck has behyredest for bebyredest 

(81/17), cep3 for cepð (32/22, also 55/34), byd for byð (75/31) and acealt for scealt (110/11). 

Wherever I have found an error, I have corrected the text file so that it more accurately 

replicates Warner’s edition, and it is Warner’s edition, cited by page and line number (and 

checked against the manuscript where a form seems exceptional),10 that provides the ultimate 

basis for the data presented in this article. But the likely presence of uncorrected errors in the 

text file means that some of the frequency counts given below may include or omit relevant 

forms. However, the overall frequencies of most of the features discussed are so high that one 

form here or there would not materially affect the argument.  

                                                 
10 The accuracy of Warner’s edition seems very high, with a comparison of the text of a random page (p. 75) 

with the manuscript (fols. 84v/20-86r/4) revealing no transcription errors. 
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To interrogate the Text file from the Innsbruck Corpus, this article has employed the freeware 

programme AntConc (Anthony 2014), which is widely used by Corpus Linguists. AntConc 

allows a variety of search methods, but most frequently used here is the Regular Expression 

Search or Regex (for an introduction see Friedl 2002).11 It is worth giving an example of how 

Regex works, again to help the reader appreciate what the results can and cannot tell us. 

Imagine we wanted to recover the spellings for cyning, ‘king’ in a particular Old English 

dataset. Drawing on our knowledge of the language, we could predict that the initial 

consonant would <c> or a <k>, the stressed vowel <i> or <y>, that the word might be 

monosyllabic or disyllabic (i. e. cyng or cyning), and that the final consonant cluster might be 

spelled <g>, <c>, <gc> or <cg>.12 In Regex, this becomes: 

[CcKk][iy]n[iy]?n?[cg][cg]? 

Square brackets indicate that the search engine should look for one of the set of characters, so 

[iy] returns <i> or <y>. A question mark indicates a letter or set of letters that may or may not 

be present, so [cg]? returns <c>, <g> or no character. Regex is case-sensitive, hence it is 

necessary for the first element in the search to be [CcKk] in order to catch instances of the 

word appearing at the beginning of a sentence. Running this search over Vespasian D. xiv 

finds 135 forms of the noun, comprising two principal types, cyng and king. Important to note 

is that this search will miss totally aberrant forms like *cyg or *kang. Regex searches can of 

course be written to catch as wide a range of variants as possible, but to do so surrenders 

precision, returns a larger number of false positives, and increases the amount of manual 

processing of the data required and thus the potential for error, so it is better to keep them as 

                                                 
11 There are various ‘flavours’ of Regex in general use: AntConc’s is bade on the programming language Perl. 

12 If we wanted to achieve maximal rigour we could consult the list of forms in the Dictionary of Old English 

entry for the word and ensure that this description does not miss any relevant variant spellings. 
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concise as possible. But it is important to acknowledge that Regex searches alone would be 

an unreliable tool, yet supplemented, as here, by manual reading of the texts and consultation 

of earlier work, particularly Glaeser’s 1916 thesis, it becomes an analytical helpmeet of 

considerable power. Often, however, even the best written Regex searches will produce 

results that require some form of further analysis. While Regex can help recover all forms 

spelled seo in a text, it cannot be used to distinguish which are instances of the definite article 

and which of the subjunctive of the verb ‘to be’.  

Even with the occasional need for additional analysis of results, AntConc enables large 

amounts of data to be collected rapidly and accurately. To previous generations of 

philologists, working word-by-word through a text, it would have been exceedingly laborious 

to recover every spelling of the word ‘king’, and impossibly so if we broadened the question 

to require the recovery of every word in which the stressed vowel is spelled with <i> or <y>. 

Thanks to the Innsbruck text of Warner’s edition and to Regex, this paper is able to present 

reliable data on the distribution of multiple spellings that is well beyond the scope of 

anything earlier philologists were able to achieve manually. The article therefore represents a 

major methodological advance, combining approaches from corpus linguistics with 

traditional philological expertise to provide a detailed account of the language of one twelfth-

century manuscript. 

It begins with a description of the language of Vespasian D. xiv, as we have seen a neglected 

topic. In deference to the possibility that the language of the manuscript may not be the same 

as the unconstrained usage of its main scribe, it refers to this as Hand 1 Language (or H1L).  

Indeed, as the article goes on to demonstrate, one of the minor hands had not been trained to 

write H1L and, where he was able to write it, was only able to do so because he had an 

exemplar that he could copy. This in turn suggests Hand 1 may also have had exemplars in 

H1L, a supposition confirmed by evidence from Hand 1’s inability to produce H1L in 
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corrections and interpolations. The availability to the scribes of the vast majority of the texts 

in a single exemplar is then used to problematise recent understandings of the manuscript as 

having been assembled around 1150. The new methodologies used in this article therefore 

challenge the view that the language of Vespasian D. xiv (and indeed of other manuscripts 

like it) has nothing meaningful to tell us. 

4. Hand 1’s Language 

This section outlines the major features of the language of the items copied by Hand 1, which 

it refers to as Hand 1 Language (or H1L). Its primary goal is to establish that Hand 1 

generally spelled each word in one way and one way only. A subsidiary point is that H1L is 

idiosyncratic. This combination of consistency and idiosyncracy renders H1L highly 

distinctive, and make it likely that any deviations from its norms in the manuscript, like those 

studied later in this paper, are likely to be significant. Five characteristic features of H1L are 

discussed below: its spellings for high front vowels, for the i-umlaut of /a/ before a nasal and 

of the diphthongs /æ(:)a/ and /i(:)o/, its spellings before /x/ and its forms of the second and 

third person singular of the present tense of strong verbs. The discussion contains details of 

the spellings of a range of indicative words; for further examples, the reader can consult the 

Appendix of H1L preferred forms at the end of the article.   

A good example of the consistency of H1L with which to begin is its handling of the high 

front vowels /i(:), y(:)/. Schmetterer (1981: 33) suggested there is ‘ein starkes Schwanken der 

Orthographie’ (“a pronounced fluctuation in the orthography”) of these sounds, but this 

observation misrepresents Hand 1’s language, for while its choice of <i> or <y> in a given 

context is not always phonologically predictable, it shows a strong tendency to spell each 
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word or word group in one way and one way only.13 Thus we find (with etymological /i/) byst 

and byð, ‘[you] are’ and ‘he is’, with <y> x 509 but never with <i>, gyf, ‘if’, with <y> x 219 

and never with <i>, mycel, ‘large’, with <y> x 209 and never with <i> and (with 

etymological */u/ > /y/) yfel, ‘evil’ with <y> x 129 beside drihten, ‘lord’ with <i> x 163 and 

never with <y>. This consistency is also found with mid-frequency words (e. g. forms of 

dysig, ‘foolish’ (<y> x 15, <i> x 0); cyme, ‘arrival’ (<y> x 14, <i> x 0); hyht, ‘hope’ and 

hyhtan, ‘to hope’ (<y> x 14, <i> x 0); and myrhð, ‘joy’ (<y> x 11, <i> x 0)). Only very 

occasionally is Hand 1’s spelling of a particular word inconsistent, thus sym(b)le, ‘always’ 

(<y> x 23, <i> x 17).  

Exceptional regularity is also found with one of the most characteristic features of Hand 1’s 

language, spellings like sænde, mænn and Ænglisc, where the i-umlaut of earlier /a/ before a 

nasal is spelled <æ>, rather than <e> as it would have been in late West-Saxon (Campbell 

1959: §193d; Hogg 1994: §5.78(1)). These spellings appear with great frequency in relevant 

lexemes. Thus, for instance, we find (-)mænn, ‘men’ with <æ> x 153 and never <e>, æng(e)l, 

‘angel’, with <æ> x 135, <e> x 4, (-)sendan, ‘send’, with <æ> x 53, <e> x 3, cæmpe, 

‘warrior’ with <æ> x15 and never with <e> and (-)swæncan, ‘oppress’ with <æ> x 11 and 

never with <e>;  further examples can be found in the Appendix. But beside this general 

preference for <æ> are a few words where <e> is the norm, such as dene, ‘valley’, and one 

word, (-)wændan, ‘turn’, where <æ> is preferred, but that preference is not clear-cut (<æ> x 

47, <e> x 23).   

                                                 
13 It should also be noted that <y> for etymological /i, i:/ is considerably more frequent than <i> for 

etymological /y, y:/ and that non-etymological spellings are in general more frequent for short vowels than for 

long. 
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Another notable feature of Hand 1 is a number of <e> spellings where <ea> was normal in 

late West Saxon, particularly before /h/. Thus he usually writes seh, ‘[he / she] saw’ (<e> x 

49, <ea> x 2), leht(e)r, ‘sin’ (<e> x 22, <ea> x 1), eht, ‘eight’ (<e> x 13, never <ea>) and fex, 

‘hair’ (<e> x 6, never <ea>), all with their vowel ultimately from Germanic /a/ beside neh 

and related words, ‘near’ (<e> x 9, <ea> 2), with its vowel from Germanic /e:/; and þeh, 

‘though’ (<e> x 143, <ea> x 2) and heh, ‘high’ (<e> x 38, <ea> x 2), all with their vowel 

ultimately from Germanic /au/.     

More complex patterns are found with H1L spellings for the i-umlaut of diphthongs, for 

which a range of spellings occur, but with each word generally being spelled one way and 

one way only. According to the handbooks (e. g. Hogg 1992: §§5.82-4), the i-umlaut of 

diphthongs varied by dialect. In West Saxon, /æ(:)a/ (whether from Germanic /*au/ or 

breaking) umlauted to ie, īe, later /y(:), i(:)/, while in Anglian it umlauted (by obscure means) 

to /e(:)/. In West Saxon, earlier /i(:)o/ umlauted to ie, īe, also later /y(:), i(:)/, but in Anglian 

dialects these sounds were unaffected by i-umlaut. For the i-umlaut of the first of these 

sounds, /æ(:)a/, H1L normally has ‘Anglian’ <e>,14 except where /æa/ derives from Germanic 

/a/ before h and a consonant, where it is almost categorically <i>.15 As we saw with the i-

umlaut of /aN/, there are nonetheless words where Hand 1 systematically prefers a ‘West 

Saxon’ form, for instance nyten, ‘livestock’ (<y> x 13 and not otherwise), syrwian, ‘plot’ 

(<y> x 5 and not otherwise) and Scyppend, ‘Creator’ and related words (<y> x 14 and not 

                                                 
14 Thus from Germanic */au/ heran, ‘hear’ and derivatives (<e> x 62, <y> x 14), lefan, ‘allow’ and derivatives 

(<e> x 67, <y> x 17), lesan, ‘free’ and derivatives (<e> x 33 and <y> x 6) and geman, ‘care’ (<e> x 30, never 

<y>); from Germanic /a/ before l + consonant or r + consonant forms of eldu, ‘age’ and related words (<e> x 16,  

<y> x3) and cerran, ‘turn’ and derivatives (<e> x 41 and <y> x 2); and from Germanic /a/ after a palatal 

consonant, cele, ‘chill’ (<e> x 7, never <y>). 

15 Thus niht, ‘night’ (<i> x 27 and never otherwise). 
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otherwise). The situation for the umlaut of earlier /i(:)o/, whether from Germanic /iu/ or from 

breaking of /i/, is more complex. Forms like heow, ‘colour’ and related words (<eo> x 17, 

<y> x3), þeostre, ‘darkness’ (<eo> x 17), eorre, ‘anger’ and related words (<eo> x10, <y> x 

4) and neow, ‘new’ (<eo> x 8, <y> x 2) suggest i-umlaut did not affect /i(:)o/ in Hand 1’s 

dialect. Nonetheless, there is at least one word where Hand 1 prefers a ‘West-Saxon’ form, 

wyrse, ‘worse’ and related forms (<y> x 14, <u> x 1). But these ‘West Saxon’ and ‘Anglian’ 

forms are mixed with a number of words in which <e> spellings are frequent. These are 

(from Germanic */iu/) ansen, ‘appearance’ (<e> x 10, <y> x 8) and steran, ‘steer’ (<e> x 2) 

as well as (from the breaking of /i/) herd, ‘shepherd’ (<e> x 8, <i> x 2), gernan, ‘desire’ (<e> 

x 5), hertan, ‘encourage’ and related words (<e> x 3, <y> x 1) and smerian, ‘anoint’ and 

related words (<e> x 4). Such spellings are not discussed in the grammars, and assessing their 

dialectal significance is beyond the scope of this paper. But while H1L uses a range of 

spellings for earlier /æ(:)a/, /i(:)o/ in an i-umlauting environment, it is notable that there is a 

strong tendency for H1L to restrict each word to a single spelling.     

A final unusual feature of H1L is that the second and third person singular present of strong 

verbs have the vowel of the infinitive, rather than the i-umlaut of that vowel, at the same time 

as showing syncope, thus cumð, ‘[he] comes’ (x 34) rather than cymð (x 0).16 While 

occasional umlauted forms appear for some verbs (e. g. forswylð (62/6), ‘[he] swallows’), 

unumlauted forms are the norm for Hand 1 regardless of stem vowel, provided other changes 

                                                 
16 Also unsyncopated cumeð (x 4, all in Warner 35 (OE Alcuin)). Unsyncopated forms are especially common in 

this item, but occur sporadically elsewhere throughout the manuscript (e. g. ondrædest (84/13)). See further 

Glaeser (1916: §57.8). 
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have not intervened.17 In only one verb does Hand 1 have a significant percentage of 

umlauted forms, cweðan (<e> x 8, <y> x 8). 

Hand 1’s usage across the five contexts discussed above thus clearly establishes the general 

consistency of his orthography, in which, with very few exceptions, each word is in general 

spelled one way and one way only. In this regard, the spelling distributions given above, as 

well as those inventoried in the Appendix, largely speak for themselves. It has also shown 

that the character of the spellings preferred in H1L is, in the context of the traditional division 

of Old English dialects, idiosyncratic. Thus, to take one simple example, while acknowledged 

to exist by grammarians, present tense verbs with syncope but no i-umlaut are of unknown 

distribution in Old English and disrupt the generalisation that West Saxon and Kentish have 

both umlaut and syncope, while Anglian dialects have neither.18 This idiosyncracy, combined 

with the consistency already described, means deviations from H1L are readily identifiable 

and have a high probability of being significant. As the rest of the paper shows, the patterned 

distribution of these aberrant forms ultimately enables us to better understand the process by 

which Vespasian D. xiv was compiled.         

                                                 
17 Thus a form like fiht (90/17) is more likely to show palatal umlaut of /eo/ than its i-umlaut.  

18 Thus Fulk (2011: §§6.12, 6.15) observes that ‘in WS and Kt, in the pres.ind.2&3sg. there is regularly Gmc 

vowel harmony before *i or i-umlaut of the root vowel … in addition there is as a rule syncope of the high 

vowel in the inflection after a heavy syllable, less regularly after a light’ but in Anglian, by contrast, ‘syncope 

and i-umlaut (or vowel harmony) fail in pres.ind.2&3sg. verbs’. Many other grammarians (Brunner 1965: §371 

anm. 3; Campbell 1959: §734; Ringe and Taylor 2014: 351) mention forms with syncope but no umlaut, but do 

not comment on their distribution. 
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5. Hand 2 as a Literatim Copyist 

The distinctiveness and regularity of the language of the texts copied by Hand 1 stands in 

contrast to those copied by Hand 2. Close study of two of the items he copied, Warner 48 

(The Phoenix) and Warner 49 (an excerpt from Ælfric’s First Series homily for the 

Annunciation) – reveals him to have been a literatim copyist, a scribe who reproduced the 

spellings that were in his exemplar rather a ‘translator’ who introduced forms reflecting his 

own dialect.19 Thus while the language of Warner 48 is essentially H1L, that of Warner 49 is 

much closer to the late West Saxon in which Ælfric originally composed his homily. Hand 

2’s ability to produce H1L in Warner 48 but not Warner 49 suggests he must have had an 

exemplar in H1L for the former. This in turn raises the possibility, which as we shall see is 

very likely, that Hand 1 also had exemplars in H1L and that H1L was therefore not his native 

idiom. But before that possibility can be explored, we must establish that Hand 2 was indeed 

a literatim copyist, something which is most clearly demonstrated from a study of the 

spellings in Warner 48 and Warner 49 for the i-umlaut of /aN/, earlier ea, ēa before h and the 

i-umlaut of the diphthongs /æ(:)a, i(:)o/. 

The language of Warner 48 (the Phoenix) is very similar to that of the majority of Vespasian 

D. xiv. Thus it has <æ> for the i-umlaut of /aN/ in ængel (146/17, 147/1, 147/8) and in ænde 

(148/9), in both of which <æ> is virtually categorical in the rest of the manuscript, as the data 

in the Appendix shows. It also has <æ> in ʒewændeð, ‘[they] return’ (147/30) a context 

where it is preferred elsewhere in the manuscript by a ratio of 7:4. In dene, ‘valley’, (146/23), 

where we should also expect <æ>, Warner 48 follows the manuscript’s atypical but exclusive 

preference for <e>. For earlier ea, ēa before /x/, moreover, it has exclusively <e>, hence 

                                                 
19 Foundational studies of the behaviour of scribes copying medieval vernacular texts include McIntosh (1972), 

Benskin and Laing (1981) and Laing (2004). See also Laing and Lass (2013: §§1.4.5, §1.5.6). 
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ʒeseh, ‘[he] saw’ (146/16, 146/31) and heh (146/19, 146/30, 146/31, 147/7). For the i-umlaut 

of diphthongs, the homily consistently uses <e>, thus comparative herre, ‘higher’ (146/20) 

and superlative hegesta (146/19, 147/6), ‘highest’, as well as beme, ‘trumpet’ (147/23) and 

welle, ‘spring’ (146/25, 146/26, 146/28, 147/5, 148/1). The language of this item is therefore 

very similar to that of the rest of the manuscript. 

By contrast, the language of Warner 49 (Annunciation) is much closer to late West Saxon. 

The i-umlaut of /aN/ is consistently <e>. In both ende (148/29) and tostencte (149/3), this use 

of <e> is against the manuscript’s otherwise exclusive preference for <æ>. The single form 

where we might expect smoothing, geseah (148/30), has <ea> rather than the <e> that is 

preferred elsewhere in the manuscript. This text also has three forms with <y> for the i-

umlaut of diphthongs, including gehyrde, ‘heard’ (148/15) and lyfdest (148/25), in both of 

which <e> spellings outnumber <y> spellings elsewhere in the manuscript by approximately 

4:1. The language of Warner 49 is thus markedly different from that of Warner 48 and the 

rest of the manuscript. 

Hand 2’s production of two distinct kinds of language in the two items under discussion 

demonstrates that he was a literatim copyist, who preferred to reproduce the forms he found 

in his exemplars rather than modify them according to his own spoken language. That 

Warner 49 is written in more-or-less late West Saxon has ramifications for our understanding 

the final stages of the compilation of Vespasian D. xiv which are discussed in more detail 

below. Of more immediate significance, however, are the implications of the language of 

Warner 48 for our understanding of the pre-history of the manuscript. For if Hand 2 was a 

literatim copyist and not a trained user of the orthographic system used for the majority of the 

texts in Vespasian D. xiv, then his exemplar for Warner 48 must have been already written in 

that language. If that was the case, then it is possible that exemplars in that language existed 
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for the rest of Vespasian D. xiv and that Hand 1, the main scribe of the manuscript, was also a 

literatim copyist.   

6. Hand 1 as a Literatim Copyist 

Establishing whether a scribe whose only scribal work is linguistically homogenous was a 

thorough translator who seamlessly converted the language of his exemplars into his own 

dialect or a scrupulously accurate literatim copyist of exemplars already linguistically 

homogenous is a methodological challenge. Such a scribe’s portfolio will inevitably contain 

some forms that deviate from the usage usual to his stint, but there is no robust way of 

establishing whether these reflect momentary lapses from translation into literatim copying or 

merely replicate variation internal to the exemplar. This paper solves this challenge by 

identifying material added to the texts in Vespasian D. xiv in the very final stages of its texts’ 

transmission and showing that its usage does not reflect H1L and thus that there must have 

been an interval between the production of exemplars in H1L and their (therefore literatim) 

copying by Hand 1.20 This material is of two types: scribal corrections to the text of 

Vespasian D. xiv in Hand 1 and passages in the texts which are unique to the manuscript. 

Some portion of both kinds of material may of course have been copied from an exemplar, 

but the remainder may not. But if H1L were Hand 1’s native idiom, we would expect all of 

this material to be in H1L (or at least to admit variation from H1L norms no more than the 

rest of the manuscript). As we shall see, some of it is not, and this fact demonstrates that 

Hand 1 was, like Hand 2, a literatim copyist, a finding which has major implications for our 

understanding of when Vespasian D. xiv was compiled. 

                                                 
20 Of course, if Hand 2 is simply the later work of Hand 1, as Treharne and Ker moot, then the demonstration in 

§5 above that Hand 2 was a literatim copyist necessarily entails that Hand 1 was too. 
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Vespasian D. xiv contains a hundred or so interlinear corrections.21 While none of the 

palaeographers who have written on the manuscript have explicitly identified which, if any, 

of the text hands in the manuscript was responsible for these corrections, there is little doubt 

that, whoever was responsible for corrections to the stints of Hands 2 and 3, Hand 1 corrected 

his own work. Hand 3’s script is sufficiently distinctive that even a casual glance reveals he 

cannot have been responsible for the corrections to Hand 1’s work. Closer inspection reveals 

Hand 2 cannot have been responsible either. According to Treharne (2000: 32), ‘the principal 

differences’ between Hands 1 and 2 ‘are the forms of æ and the tironian nota’. In Hand 2, she 

explains, ‘the headstroke of a in æ is visible’ and ‘the tironian nota … sits curved on the 

line’, while æ in the main scribe’s hand is headless and the nota descends below the line and 

has a straight, rather than curved, tail. In the interlined corrections weardmæn (79/23 = fol. 

89v/14), hæfest (86/35 = fol. 98v/9), dæg (129/32 = fol. 146v/13), and Hælende (135/18 = 

fol. 153r/1), æ is headless, while in the interlined tironian notae (21/24 = fol. 26r/19, 31/3 = 

fol. 36v/10, 32/6 = fol. 37v/19, 34/7 = fol. 40r/11, 36/37 = fol. 43r/21, 48/3 = fol. 55v/8, 

76/23 = fol. 86v/5, 82/9 = fol. 92v/18, 120/5 = fol. 135v/20), the descender is always straight. 

Further corroboration comes from other letter forms which are ‘clearly … different’ between 

the two hands.22 According to Treharne, the mid bar of f curves down in Hand 1, up in Hand 

2; in the interlined corrections fif (86/18 = fol. 98r/7) and oft (129/32 = fol. 146v/13) it curves 

down. The second limb of Hand 2’s h typically has an ‘exaggerated right limb’ that curves 

back under the body of the letter, but in the corrections hundred (86/18 = fol. 98r/7) and 

Hælende (135/18 = fol. 153r/1) that limb is perfectly straight, and in hæfest (86/35 = fol. 

                                                 
21 Warner (1917) prints these in round brackets, so a list can readily be assembled from the Innsbruck Corpus 

Text file. 

22 Where Treharne (2000: 32) does not include a full description of the differences between the two hands’ 

formation of each letterform, I have supplemented it with Treharne (2010)’s fuller description of the hands. 
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98v/9) and sunderhalgen (23/36 = fol. 28v/20), though curved, it is not exaggerated. There is 

thus little doubt that the corrector of Hand 1’s work was Hand 1 himself. 

This identification is important because it means that some of the corrections to Hand 1’s 

work might offer evidence of Hand 1’s usage unconstrained by an exemplar. The majority of 

the insertions are however very minor, supplying single letters or short strings of letters 

omitted, it seems, during the first pass of copying, and consequently offer little useful 

evidence. Of the more substantial corrections, several clearly use forms that are typical of 

H1L, but this is not unexpected since, if a scribe overlooked a phrase through eye-skip during 

copying, he would naturally return to the exemplar to supply the deficiency.23 Much more 

significant are four corrections which deviate from the norms of H1L. The first of these 

occurs in Warner 12 (Seven Sleepers). In this and subsequent examples, I underline the form 

affected by the correction: 

Hwæt þa se Ælmihtige Scyppend forgeaf þan seofen halgen þe on þan scræfe lægen lif 7 

ærist, æfter swa lange slæpe, & h\i/e gewurden þa ameldode þan burhwaren (Warner 

25/29-32 = fols. 30v/21-31r/3). 

The Almighty Creator then indeed granted life and resurrection to the seven who laid in 

the cave for such a long sleep, and they then became known to the citizens.  

Comparison with Godden’s edition reveals that Ælfric wrote ‘hi wurdon’ here.24 Either Hand 

1’s exemplar was corrupt at this point, or he botched the copying of this sentence and did not 

                                                 
23 Getemen, ‘teams [of oxen]’ (128/8 = fol. 144v/21) is part of a correction to what was almost certainly an eye-

skip, since the supplied text is found in all other manuscripts of the homily on Job (cp. Godden 1979: 266/207). 

The status of -mæn, ‘men’ (79/23 = fol. 89v/14) is less clear, but there is nothing to prove it was not in Hand 1’s 

exemplar (cp. Cross (1996: 175 = XIII.2).  

24 Godden (1979: 248/211), in the apparatus misreading the correction as suggesting the deletion of e and 

insertion of i, and thereby emending MS ‘he’ to ‘hi’, another form not found in H1L. 
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return to the exemplar when he corrected his work. Regardless of where the corruption 

originated, prior to correction the final clause of this sentence in Vespasian D. xiv lacked 

number agreement between subject (he) and verb (gewurden). Hand 1’s insertion emended 

this away, but instead of inserting an o after he and creating the usual H1L form of the 

nominative plural of the third person pronoun, heo (for which there is ample space at fol. 

31r/2), he inserted an i, creating a form of the pronoun that does not occur anywhere else in 

H1L.  

The next two suggestive emendations occur in Warner 27 (Antichrist): 

Hit sæigð on halgen bocan, þ(æt) æfter gearen ymbryne swa gewurðan scule, þ(æt) eall 

middaneard mid hæðenra þeode geðrynge \by/, 7 mid heor\d/an hæftnysse swa swyðe 

gedrecced 7 gedrefod wurðeð. (Warner 66/28-30 = fol. 76r/1-4) 

It says in holy books that after the course of years it will come to pass that the whole earth 

will be thronged with heathen people and very greatly tormented and disturbed with hard 

captivity. 25 

When rereading this passage Hand 1 seems to have been discomforted at having to wait until 

wurðeð for the finite verb, and so was inspired to misconstrue geðrynge as a past participle 

(the expected form would be geðrungen) and supply by, ‘shall be’ immediately beside it. But 

the usual b-form of the subjunctive present in H1L is beo and by does not occur other than 

here. The second suggestive correction in Warner 27 (Antichrist) involves a different form of 

the subjunctive of the verb ‘to be’: 

                                                 
25 Compare Pelle (2009: 328-9). Both of us take ‘gearen’ as genitive plural (for which -en is found elsewhere in 

H1L, e. g. lifen (136/20) and þingen (141/6)). Pelle rejects ‘\by/’ from his text, as well the inserted d in heoran, 

taking it as the genitive plural of the third person singular pronoun. But such a form would be unique in H1L, 

while <eo> for <ea> is found (e. g. heofod (56/9, 113/33) beside <-ea-> x 18).  
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‘Wa þe Corozaim, 7 wa þe Betsaida, 7 wa þe Capharnaum, for þan þe þu talest þ(æt) þu oð 

heofon ahafen seo, (sy) þu mid færlice ryre on helle grundes gereosest.’ (Warner 67/20-22 

= fol. 76v/11-14; cp. Mt 11:21, 23) 

‘Woe to you Corazaim, and woe to you Bethsaida, and woe to you Capharnaum, because 

you believe that you will be lifted to heaven, you will be plunged by a sudden fall to the 

hell pits.’ 

Hand 1’s insertion of ‘sy’ here seems to derive from anticipating a second past participle at 

the end of the sentence rather than second person singular ‘gereosest’, but the reasons for his 

awkward emendation are less significant here than its spelling, since the present subjunctive 

is sy approximately four times less frequently than it is seo in H1L. Hand 1’s deviation from 

this norm here is particularly striking since he had the preferred H1L form immediately in 

front of him (in ‘ahafen seo’) when he was making his correction. 

The other correction that deviates from the norms of H1L is found in a sentence that joins the 

Ralph d’Escures’ sermon on the Virgin Mary to the Trinubium Annae (printed together by 

Warner as her no. 43): 

We wylleð eow nu \bi/ sum dæl gereccen emben hyre neamagen þe hire besibbe wæron. 

(Warner 139/3-4 = fol. 157v/1-2) 

We want now to narrate to you in some portion concerning the kinfolk who were related to 

her. 

Prior to Hand 1’s intervention, ‘sum dæl’ appears to have been either the direct object of 

‘gereccan’ or the adverbial sume dæle, ‘in part’.26 Hand 1’s intervention seems designed to 

                                                 
26 An exactly parallel phrase occurs in Warner 45 (Honorius 1): ‘Þa arlease mænn þeh heo habben on þysser 

wurlde sum dæl heora gewilles’ (143/2-4). Dæl, usually masculine in Old English, takes overt neuter concord 

four times in the Ralph sermon (134/15, 138/1, 138/26, 139/1).  
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have forced the adverbial reading, yet again the point is not so much how he changed the 

meaning of the text, but the spelling of his intervention, for the preposition is otherwise 

overwhelmingly spelled beo with this the only instance of bi. 

Thus three of the four spellings highlighted in these four short interventions are otherwise 

unparalleled in H1L, and while the other occurs, it does so in a minority of 1:4. If, as has 

been established above, Hand 1 was responsible for these corrections, then the forms he uses 

strongly suggest he was not himself trained to write H1L and must have been, like Hand 2, a 

literatim copyist. One might of course counter this by arguing that these linguistically-

aberrant corrections are not, like the other corrections to his work, by Hand 1, but by another 

scribe whose language differed from his. While it is true that five insertions comprising ten 

letters offer only very slender evidence for scribal identification, the form of y in by and sy 

does suggest these annotations at least are the work of Hand 1. According to Treharne (2010), 

while Hand 2 favoured a ‘dotted y with limbs that turn outwards, the whole letter turning 

slightly to the left’ and Hand 3 a y ‘dotted with both limbs turning to the left’, Hand 1 

preferred a ‘straight-limbed dotted y’, just the form that is found in by and sy. There is thus no 

substantive objection to assigning the other linguistically-aberrant corrections to him and 

their collective evidence thus constitutes solid evidence that Hand 1 was unable to write H1L 

without an exemplar to guide him.  

Further support for the claim that Hand 1 was a literatim copyist comes from the examination 

of the substantial number of passages in the religious texts he copied that are not attested in 

other witnesses. These range in length from single words to long phrases. Two main 

explanations for the presence of these passages in Vespasian D. xiv are possible: they were 

added to the homilies by Hand 1 as he copied, or they were in his exemplar or exemplars. In 

reality, it is probable some of the unique passages were in his exemplars, and some were his 

own addition. But if Hand 1 was a translator and not a literatim copyist, we would expect all 
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these unique passages to be in H1L regardless of whether he introduced them or they were in 

his exemplar. On the other hand, if he was a literatim copyist and reliant on his exemplar or 

exemplars for his fluency in H1L, then any additions that he made in the course of copying 

might show a distinct form of language. 

Collation shows that the twenty-two items copied by Hand 1 that derive primarily from 

Ælfric’s First and Second Series of Catholic Homilies contain twenty-six phrases or 

sentences not found in any other manuscript. By way of example, consider this pair of 

sentences from Warner 28 (Second Sunday in Advent) and the same two sentences in 

Clemoes’ edition: 

Þas word synd gecweðene beo þan wiðercorene þe nu Godes bebodan oferhogieð, 7 heora 

godcunda larðeawes mid toðundenysse oferseoð. Ac her fyligeð þa word þe þa gecorene 

frefrigeð. (Warner 69/30-32) 

Ðas word sind gecwedene be þam wiðercorenum: ac her fyliað þa word þe ða gecorenan 

frefriað. (Clemoes 526/73-4) 

These words are said concerning the wicked people who these days despise God’s 

commandments and arrogantly neglect their good teachers. But here follow the words 

which comfort the chosen people. 

The underlined words are, Clemoes’ apparatus reveals, unique to Vespasian D. xiv. They 

must therefore have been interpolated into the sermon at some point in its transmission from 

Ælfric to Vespasian D. xiv. If they were inserted only when Vespasian D. xiv was copied, 

and if Hand 1 were a literatim copyist with a native idiom different to the variety this paper 

has called ‘Hand 1 Language’, then one might expect the inserted words to differ 

linguistically from those that surround them. Here, however, there are no forms which are not 

found in H1L, and there is one form – larðeaw, ‘teacher’ – which is characteristic of it. 

Therefore, either Hand 1 was able to compose in H1L or this phrase was interpolated into 
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Vespasian D. xiv’s exemplars prior to their encoding in H1L. Their insertion thus provides no 

evidence for whether Hand 1 was fluent in H1L, or whether he was a literatim copyist of it. 

There are however three phrases among the twenty-six passages unique to Vespasian D. xiv 

that do contain forms alien to Hand 1’s usage. The first occurs in Warner 15 (Twelfth Sunday 

after Pentecost): 

Feale we mihten secgen beo swylcen lease goden, 7 hwu bisemærfulle heo wæron, 7 heora 

biggengas tyhten to eallen fracodnyssen 7 to endealeasen morðdæden, mancyn dwylden, 

oððæt se Hælend Crist to þyssen life becom. (Warner 41/19-22) 

Feala we mihton secgan be swilcum leasum godum, hu bysmorfulle hi wæron and heora 

biggengon tihton to eallum fracodnyssum, and to endeleasum morðdædum. (Pope XXI, lls. 

494-7)27 

We might say much about such false gods, how shameful they were and how they tempted 

their worshippers into every wickedness and to endless deadly sins, deceived mankind, 

until Christ the Saviour came into this life.  

This is the only instance of oððæt in the manuscript; other than here, Hand 1 exclusively 

writes oððet. The second alien form occurs in Warner 36 (St Clement): 

Ac we wylleð nu eow gereccen sume geswutelunge of þære ealdan æ, 7 eac of þære 

neowen, hwu mihtiglice se Wealdende Drihten his halgen wið hæðene here, oððe 

wælreowan ehteren gelomen aredde, 7 heora wiðerwinnen bisemærlice gescænde, swa swa 

\he/ hit gelomen gesutelede. (Warner 106/5-9).   

ac we wyllað nu eow gereccan sume geswutelunge of þære ealdan æ. 7 eac of þære niwan 

hu mihtiglice se wealdenda drihten his halgan wið hæþenum here. oððe wælhræwum 

                                                 
27 Warner 15 annexes a passage from De falsis diis (Pope 1967: XXI, lls. 300-496) to Ælfric’s Second Series 

homily for the Twelfth Sunday after Pentecost. 
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ehterum gelome ahredde. 7 heora wiþerwinnan bysmorlice gescynde. (Clemoes 502/150-

54) 

But we now want to explain to you some particular evidence concerning the old and also 

the new law, [that is] how powerfully God the Wielder frequently rescued his saints from a 

heathen army or from bloodthirsty persecutors and shamefully disgraced their persecutors, 

just as he frequently showed it. 

Forms of swutel, ‘manifest’ and swutelian, ‘make clear’ are overwhelmingly spelled with <-

w-> in H1L. The final alien form occurs in Warner 50 (Shrove Sunday):28 

Swa hwa swa gecnawð þa blindnysse his modes, clypige he mid inweardre heorte, swa 

swa se blinde clypode, þe big sume weige sæt þær se Hælend forðferde. He cwæð, 

‘Hælend Dauides Bearn, gemiltse min.’ (Warner 149/10-14) 

Swa hwa swa oncnæwð þa blindnysse his modes Clipige he mid inweardre heortan: swa 

swa se blinda clypode: Hælend dauides bearn gemiltsa min. (Clemoes 260/65) 

Whoever knows the blindness of his mind, let him call with sincere heart, just as the blind 

man called, who sat beside a certain street that the Saviour passed by. He said, ‘Saviour, 

Son of David, show mercy to me’. 

Big, ‘by’ occurs only twice elsewhere in the manuscript (132/28, 137/17); the preferred form 

in H1L is beo x 186, beside occasional be x 7. 

The significance of these three alien spellings among the twenty-six phrases unique to 

Vespasian D. xiv becomes clearer through comparison with a text of approximately similar 

length, copied by Hand 1 in the course of transcribing the manuscript. The twenty-six unique 

phrases comprise 174 words. This is approximately the same number of words as Warner 25 

(‘Concerning the Appearances of the Saviour’, an excerpt from Ælfric’s First Old English 

                                                 
28 ‘He cwæð’, though not in the original Ælfrician text, is also found in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hatton 113 + 

114 + Junius 121. 
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Letter for Wulfstan), also copied by Hand 1, which is 163 words long. Beside a range of 

forms typical of H1L such as geseh, ‘[he] saw’ (65/29, 66/6) with palatal 

monophthongisation, lændene, ‘loins’ (65/31, 66/5) with <æ> before a nasal, and neowen, 

‘new’ (66/8) without i-umlaut, as well as characteristic spellings like wyle (66/8), ‘[he] 

wants’, it contains only one spelling that is a minority form in H1L, that of the prefix in 

ymbgyrde (66/5) (beside majority embgyrdne (66/6)), and has no spellings which, like the 

three among the twenty-six phrases unique to Vespasian D. xiv, are otherwise very rare or 

alien to the usage of the manuscript. This comparison therefore suggests that three deviant 

spellings among twenty-six phrases comprising 175 or so words are evidence that Hand 1 

must have had a deviant exemplar for some of these phrases. Since there is evidence that his 

exemplars were homogenous and did not contain deviations with this frequency, at least some 

of these alien forms must have originated with Hand 1 himself, confirming the conclusion 

from the interlinear insertions discussion above that he was not trained in H1L, but a faithful 

copyist of it, who deviated only when he had no exemplar to guide him. This is a finding that 

has significant implications for our understanding of the compilation of Vespasian D. xiv. 

7. The Compilation of Vespasian D. xiv 

The identification of Hand 1 as a literatim copyist has major ramifications for recent theories 

about the compilation of Vespasian D. xiv, which have inferred from codicological and 

palaeographical features that the collection of texts the manuscript contains was assembled by 

the main scribe as he copied it. The most enthusiastic proponent of this view has been George 

Younge (2012: 69, 91-2) who refers to Vespasian D. xiv as a ‘scribal autograph’ and 

comments:  

There is a strong possibility that the compiler … was personally responsible for most of 

the textual intervention. This includes the selection of excerpts, their arrangement, the 

insertion of orienting sentences and phrases, and motivated lexical substitutions within 
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individual items. The anthology can as such be interpreted with some justification as a 

record of the interests, and anxieties of the Christ Church monks who commissioned and 

used it in the middle of the twelfth century. 

It is the contention of this article that the linguistic evidence so far discussed shows that Hand 

1 cannot have been responsible for the considerable majority of orienting sentences and 

lexical substitutions and, while the linguistic evidence cannot speak directly to Hand 1’s 

responsibility for the selection and arrangement of the excerpts, the presumption that they are 

Hand 1’s work loses considerable strength when the evidence that he was not involved in 

other kinds of textual modification is considered. 

The principal evidence that Younge offers in support of his theory that Vespasian D. xiv 

should be considered a scribal autograph is that three of the space fillers, Warner 20 (Luke 

XI.24-8), Warner 23 (Job extract) and Warner 24 (Augustine), were copied not from an 

exemplar but from memory. The evidence for this contention is slim. Warner 20 was not 

copied by Hand 1, so can provide no evidence for Hand 1’s involvement in the compilation 

of Vespasian D. xiv. Warner 23 contains no readings that would indicate it was transmitted 

by memory. In it entirety, it reads: 

Godes gecorene synd on gewinne on þyssere wurlde, 7 þa arlease on hire blissigeð, ac 

þære rihtwisera manna gewinn awænt on blisse, 7 þære arleasra blisse awænt to bitere 

sarnysse. 

In this world, God’s chosen ones are at battle and the wicked in delight, but the battle of 

the righteous men will turn to bliss and the delight of the wicked will turn to bitter sorrow. 

For comparison, here is its ultimate source, Ælfric’s Second Series Homily for First Sunday 

in September (Godden 1979: 265/157-9): 
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Godes gecorenan sind on gewinne on ðyssere worulde. and ða arleasan on hire blissiað. ac 

ðæra rihtwisra gewinn awent to blisse. and ðæra arleasra bliss. to biterum sarnyssum on  

ðære ecan worulde þe gewelgað ða þolmodan. 

While there are minor textual differences here – ‘rihtwisera manna’ rather than ‘rihtwisra’, 

the repetition of ‘awænt’ in the clause concerning the happiness of the arleas and singular 

rather than plural bitter sorrow – the final variant is paralleled in Bodley 343 and readings 

that differ from what Ælfric originally wrote in the way that the first two do are found 

throughout Vespasian D. xiv, so can hardly be used to establish memorialised transmission 

here. Moreover, the orthography of the excerpt, with forms like synd, þyssere, wurlde and 

awænt is typical of H1L, a variety it has already been established Hand 1 was not able to 

write in the absence of an exemplar. Much the same argument, indeed, can be made about 

Warner 24 (Fragment from the Homilies of St Augustine), which contains no forms that 

cannot be found elsewhere in H1L and a large number of those which are typical of it, 

including þeh (Warner 65/19, 20), swyðe (65/20), scolde (65/21), betwux (65/21), wurlde 

(65/22), beo, ‘about’ (65/22, 25), frigdomes (65/22), referred to as a ‘peculiarity’ of the 

manuscript by Kitson (1990: 61n44), muge (65/23), forgelt (65/25), and mænn (65/25). There 

is thus no evidence that Hand 1 added any of the space fillers from memory; rather, their 

spelling provides good evidence that he copied them from an exemplar in H1L. 

In fact, the only significant linguistic variation within Vespasian D. xiv comes as a result of 

changes of scribe, not the purported compilation techniques of Hand 1. Indeed, the linguistic 

homogeneity of those portions of the manuscript copied by Hand 1, combined with the 

availability of an exemplar in H1L to Hand 2 for the Phoenix, suggests that the bulk of the 

compilatory effort occurred at a point antecedent to the copying of Vespasian D. xiv. 

Evidence for this claim comes from an examination of the distribution of non-H1L forms 

across the manuscript. 
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Table 2 shows the aggregate distribution of nearly fifty minority spellings across the 

manuscript. Since the length of the individual texts varies, it also supplies for each text the 

frequency of the minority spellings per 1000 words to enable comparison between them. 
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Table 2: Frequency of aberrant spellings in Vespasian D. xiv, by text 

Warner Text Hand Block Length in 

Words 

eN

29 

i for 

y30 

eah31 <i, y> for 

ie, īe32 

gramm. 

words33 

Total freq /1000 

wds 

1 The Creation 2 A 815 7 2 0 0 7 16 19.63 

2 Emb Clænnysse þe gehadede mæn 

healden 

1 A 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

3 The Old English Cato 1 B1 1995 0 1 0 0 1 2 1.00 

4 The Catholic Faith 1 B1 682 1 0 0 2 1 4 5.87 

5 Decalogum Moysi 1 B1 682 0 0 0 1 1 2 2.93 

6 De XII abusiuis secundum 

disputationem sancti Cipriani 

martyris 

1 B1 2368 0 0 0 2 2 4 1.69 

7 De VIII principalibus viciis 1 B1 382 2 0 0 0 0 2 5.24 

                                                 
29 Aggregated here are cennan, end, eng(e)l, englisc, gehende, men(n), nemnan, and sendan all with related words.  

30 Aggregated here are -cinn, cidde(n), hwi, mic(e)l, mir(e)hðe, silf, sind(en), swiðe, þi, þis(s)en, and all related words. 

31 Aggregated here are eaht, heah, leahter, neah, seah, and all related words. 

32 Aggregated here are cygan, gyld, hyran, lyfan, tyn, wyr(e)gian and all related words, spelled with <i> or <y> rather than usual H1L <e>. 

33 Aggregated here are be or big, ‘about’; betweonan, ‘between’; hi or hy, ‘they’; hu, ‘how’; sy, ‘[he] might be’; mage.3SG.SUBJ., ‘he might’, and -ness or -niss, ‘-ness’.  
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Warner Text Hand Block Length in 

Words 

eN

29 

i for 

y30 

eah31 <i, y> for 

ie, īe32 

gramm. 

words33 

Total freq /1000 

wds 

8 De VIII virtutibus 1 B1 596 0 0 0 0 1 1 1.68 

9 Of S. Johanne Baptiste 1 B1 488 0 0 0 0 1 1 2.05 

10 In festo sancti petri apostoli 1 B1 175 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

11 Of Jacobe, Johannes broðer 1 B1 1702 0 0 0 9 4 13 7.64 

12 VI Kl Aug sanctorum septem 

dormientem 

1 B1 494 0 0 0 1 0 1 2.02 

13 Kl Augusti ad vincula sancti Petri 

apostoli 

1 B1 537 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

14 Dominica XI post Pentecosten 1 B1 2461 1 0 0 6 2 9 3.66 

15 Dominica XII post Pentecosten 1 B1 3347 1 1 0 3 4 9 2.69 

16 In assumptione sancte Marie 1 B1 2048 0 0 1 1 4 6 2.93 

17 Omelia 1 B1 1320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

18 The Assumption of St Mary 1 B2 852 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.17 

19 IIII Kl Septemb Passio Sancti 

Johannis Baptiste 

1 B2 2554 1 0 2 5 3 11 4.31 

20 St Luke XI. 24-28 4 B2 178 0 1 0 1 0 2 11.24 
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Warner Text Hand Block Length in 

Words 

eN

29 

i for 

y30 

eah31 <i, y> for 

ie, īe32 

gramm. 

words33 

Total freq /1000 

wds 

21 In XI Kl Octobr de sancto Matheo 

apostolo 

1 C 820 0 1 0 1 3 5 6.10 

22 In III Kl Octobr 1 C 1685 0 0 0 4 1 5 2.97 

23 Fragment of XLI 1 C 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

24 Fragment from the Homilies of St 

Augustine 

1 C 109 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

25 Concerning Appearances of the 

Saviour 

1 C 171 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

26 Weather Prophecies 1 C 148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

27 Concerning the Coming of 

Antichrist 

1 D1 327 0 0 0 1 1 2 6.12 

28 Dominica II in Aduentu Domini 1 D1 2049 2 0 0 4 1 7 3.42 

29 Secundum Matheum 1 D1 1615 0 0 2 5 1 8 4.95 

30 St John XIV. 1-13 1 D2 287 0 0 0 1 0 1 3.48 

31 The Gospel of Nichodemus 1 D2 4767 1 1 1 0 2 5 1.05 

32 Nathanis Judaei Legatio 1 D2 651 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

33 Signs of the Last Judgment 1 D2 651 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
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Warner Text Hand Block Length in 

Words 

eN

29 

i for 

y30 

eah31 <i, y> for 

ie, īe32 

gramm. 

words33 

Total freq /1000 

wds 

34 Emb Þunre 1 D2 146 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

35 The Old English Alcuin 1 E 5696 0 0 0 0 6 6 1.05 

36 The Festival of St Clement 1 E 1299 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.77 

37 Sanctus Furseus Gesihðe 1 E 2641 2 0 0 3 0 5 1.89 

38 Of Drihtelme 1 E 1398 0 0 2 0 2 4 2.86 

38a - 1 E 422 0 0 0 0 2 2 4.74 

39 Fragment 1 E 349 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

40 The Festival of St Paul 1 E 2822 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

41 Forbisne of Job 1 E 2559 0 1 0 0 2 3 1.17 

42 Of Seinte Neote 1 E 2057 3 0 0 1 1 5 2.43 

43 Sermo in Festis Sancte Marie 

Virginis 

1 E 2001 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.50 

43a - 1 E 224 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

44 Fragment 1 E 283 1 0 0 0 1 2 7.07 

44a - 1 E 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

45 The Old English Honorius 1 E 1152 0 0 0 1 1 2 1.74 

46 The Old English Honorius 3 E 600 0 1 2 0 3 6 10.00 
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Warner Text Hand Block Length in 

Words 

eN

29 

i for 

y30 

eah31 <i, y> for 

ie, īe32 

gramm. 

words33 

Total freq /1000 

wds 

47 On the Lord’s Prayer 2, 3 E 360 0 6 0 1 8 15 41.67 

48 The Phoenix Homily 2 E 762 1 3 0 0 1 5 6.56 

49 The Annunciation of St Mary 2 E 282 1 3 0 2 2 8 28.37 

50 Shrove Sunday 1 E 159 0 0 0 0 1 1 6.29 
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The average frequency of minority forms per 1000 words across the whole manuscript is thus 

2.94. The only texts to have more than double this average are Warner 1 (Creation), Warner 

11 (St James), Warner 20 (Third Sunday in Lent), Warner 21 (Passion of St Matthew), 

Warner 27 (Coming of Antichrist), Warner 44 (Babylon fragment), Warner 46 (Honorius 2), 

Warner 47 (Lord’s Prayer), Warner 48 (Phoenix), Warner 49 (Annunciation) and Warner 50 

(Shrove Tuesday). Of these, only Warner 11, Warner 21, Warner 27, Warner 44 and Warner 

50 were copied in the main hand, and for none of them is it necessary to resort to scribal 

compilation to explain the high figure. For Warner 44 and Warner 50, the inflated frequency 

of minority forms reflects the presence of a single aberrant form in a short text, a feature that 

inevitably skews a measure per 1000 words upwards. One of the two aberrant forms in 

Warner 27 (sy, 67/21) is in fact in one of the corrections, discussed above. For Warner 11, the 

high figure partly derives from seven forms of lyfen, ‘believe’, spelled with <y> rather than 

the <e> usual in H1L. One possible explanation of this concentration is that the copyist who 

first translated the Life of St James into H1L momentarily forgot the preferred spelling of this 

word while copying the text. In any case, the overall figure for the Life (8.23) is over three 

times lower than for Warner 49 where an exemplar in non-H1L is assured. Likewise, while 

Warner 21 does contain a range of aberrant forms, their frequency (6.09) is again insufficient 

to suggest a significant linguistic disparity. The inevitable conclusion from the data presented 

in the table is thus that none of the texts copied by Hand 1 was in non-H1L in his exemplars. 

One implication of the generally even distribution of non-H1L spellings throughout Hand 1’s 

work is that the so-called ‘space-fillers’ he copied at the end of blocks C and D1 must have 

come, like the bulk of the texts for which he was responsible, from an exemplar written in 

H1L. This is significant in that it establishes that the exemplar or exemplars in H1L available 

to the compilers of Vespasian D. xiv already included the space-fillers. The four texts added 

at the end of block C, Warner 23 (Fragment of XLI), 24 (Fragment from the Homilies of St 
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Augustine), 25 (Concerning Appearances of the Saviour) and 26 (Weather Prophecies) all 

contain numerous features characteristic of H1L, a variety which it has been established Hand 

1 could not write without copying a H1L exemplar. Thus though only three-lines long, 

Warner 23 features, as was highlighted above, a number of forms characteristic of H1L, 

including awænt (65/16 (x2)) with <æ> for the i-umlaut of /aN/ and wurlde (65/13), as well 

as a number of spellings for earlier /i, y/ which follow the norms of H1L, synd (65/13), 

þyssere (65/14) and -nyss (65/15). Warner 24 (Fragment from the Homilies of St Augustine), 

like Warner 23 a text briefly discussed above because Younge moots it may have been 

entered by Hand 1 from memory, includes no forms alien to H1L and numerous forms that 

are normal for it, including smoothed þeh (65/19, 65/20), forgelt with <e> for earlier /ie/ 

(65/25), spellings for /i(:), y(:)/ like cwid, smylte, -nysse, swyðe, and sylf, as well as H1L 

preferred forms like beo, ‘about’ (65/22, 65/25), betwux (65/21), scolde (65/21) and wurlde 

(65/22). Warner 25 (Concerning Appearances of the Saviour), an extract from Ælfric’s First 

Old English Letter for Wulfstan, contains smoothed geseh (65/29, 66/6), lændene, ‘loins’ 

with <æ> for the IU of /aN/ (65/31, 66/5), neowen without i-umlaut (66/8), as well as a range 

of spellings for /i, y/ that are in line with H1L norms, including -nysse (65/31, 66/2, 66/9) and 

sylf (66/10). Warner 26 (Weather Prophecies), though only a short text with repetitive 

vocabulary, similarly includes enough H1L forms to be confident it too was available to 

Hand 1 in a H1L exemplar. These include læncten (66/13, 66/15) and (-)mæn(n) (66/17, 

66/25) with <æ> for the IU of /aN/, undiphthongised scep (66/24) and characteristic /i, y/ 

spellings like byð (x16) and geswyncfull (26/16, 26/19). Thus the evidence of the spelling is 

that Hand 1 took the four space fillers from the end of Block C from an exemplar in H1L. 

The spelling suggests this was also the case with the two space fillers used at the end of 

segment D2, Warner 33 (Signs of the Last Judgement) and Warner 34 (Emb Þunre). Warner 

33 contains numerous H1L forms, including mænn(-) (90/9, 90/13, 90/18, 90/19, 90/35, 91/2) 
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swæncten (90/19) with <æ> for the IU of /aN/, smoothed nexten (89/33), heh- (90/2), þeh- 

(90/9, 90/31, 90/37); fiht, ‘[he] fights’ (90/17) with palatal umlaut; gecerð (90/5) with <e> for 

earlier /ie/, unumlauted third-person present tense forms like onhefð (90/1), ‘[he] raises up’, 

cumð (91/3, 91/5), ‘[he] comes’ and understant (90/10), ‘he understands’, eorre (90/11) 

without i-umlaut and particular H1L preferences like beo, ‘about’ (90/33).  Likewise, though 

short and with a repetitive vocabulary, Warner 34 clearly exposes its origins in a H1L 

exemplar with <æ> for the i-umlaut of /aN/ in gewænde (91/10, 91/13, 91/16) and mæn 

(91/17), palatal umlaut in gefiht, ‘combat’ (91/10), <y> rather than <i> in mycel (90/9, 90/12, 

90/15, 90/19) and the preferred H1L form -færð (90/17). There is thus no evidence that when 

he wrote the space fillers, Hand 1 did anything other than copy them from an exemplar that 

was the same as or very similar to that he used for producing the bulk of the manuscript. 

The only candidates to be contemporary additions to Vespasian D. xiv are therefore the items 

copied by the other scribes. However, as we have seen, Hand 2 had access to an exemplar in 

H1L for at least one of his items, Warner 48 (Phoenix). Hand 2’s handling of this H1L 

exemplar provides a useful starting point for an assessment of what exemplars he might have 

had for the other items he contributed and makes clear that though essentially a literatim 

copyist, he occasionally erred and respelled his exemplar according to the usage that came 

most naturally to him. It is, for instance, apparent from spellings like micele (147/35) beside 

mycel (147/3), þissen (147/1), swilc (147/7) beside swylc(e) (146/16, 147/9, 147/24 (twice)), 

cinn (147/15, 147/30) beside cynn (146/31, 147/4), and comparative -lycor (147/1) beside -lic 

and -lice (147/22, 147/25, 147/26, 147/30; 147/8, 147/13, 147/26) that Hand 2 did not 

understand H1L’s preferences regarding <i> and <y> spellings. A spelling like hwat, ‘lo!’ 

(147/10) (beside hwæt (147/12)) suggests /æ/ had retracted to /a/ in his dialect, while the 

forms nefre (146/35 (beside næfre 146/32)) and smete, ‘refined’ (147/24) suggest /æ:/ had 
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merged with /e:/.34 Trow, ‘tree’ (147/6 (beside treow 146/30)) and betwonen, ‘between’ 

(146/21) suggest monophthongisation of /e:o/. Nehiʒet, ‘[he] nears’ (147/29), emended away 

by Warner who prints corrected nehigeð, suggests despirantisation of final fricatives was also 

a feature of Hand 2’s spoken dialect. Notably, Warner 49, which it was established above was 

copied from a non-H1L exemplar, also has examples of <a> for /æ/ (cwað (148/18) corrected 

back to cwæð, presumably the reading of the exemplar) and <e> for /æ:/ (Helend (148/23)). 

This brings us to an assessment of whether Hand 2 had H1L exemplars for the other items he 

copied, Warner 1 (Creation) and the first six lines of Warner 47. Setting aside a significant 

number of spellings that use <i> and <y> in a way not found in H1L as likely having been 

introduced by Hand 2,35 Warner 1 contains numerous H1L forms, including ænde (1/2 

(twice)) and ængel (1/19 (twice), 1/21, 2/32) with <æ> for the i-umlaut of /a/ before a nasal), 

heh- (1/19), scyppende (1/22, 1/25, 2/1, 2/18), heowe (2/6) without i-umlaut and unumlauted 

present third person singulars like healt (1/5) and belucð (1/8). In fact, the only thing that 

causes one to pause before positing that it, like Warner 48 (Phoenix) was copied from an 

exemplar in H1L, is the relatively high proportion of spellings with <e> for the i-umlaut of 

/aN/, including engles (1/11, 1/19, 2/19, 2/24, 2/29), menn (1/11) and acenned (1/15). 

However, despite being copied from a H1L exemplar, Warner 48 (Phoenix) includes the form 

                                                 
34 Spellings with <æ> for /e/ and <e> for /æ/ that Hand 2 produces in other items, such gefestnode (2/2), ændæ 

(1/3) and dægæs (2/15) in Warner 1 (Creation), lufiæ (146/25) in Warner 47 (Lord’s Prayer) and fedme(n) 

(146/19, 20) in Warner 48 (Phoenix) suggest that the actual position may be more complicated than suggested 

here, as mooted for transitional English more broadly in the discussion of æ-merger by Lass et al. (2013-). In 

any case, these spellings show that Old English norms for representing low front vowels were no longer heeded 

by Hand 2.  

35 Examples include wyð(-) (1/9, 2/3), wys(e)dom (1/13, 1/15), wirse (2/10), mirehðe (2/13) and gewirecen 

(2/21). 
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ʒenemmed (146/29), so it is possible that his natural usage militated against the preservation 

of <æ> spellings in these words. In any case, the other evidence is strong enough to suggest 

Hand 2 had a H1L exemplar for Warner 1, into which he introduced a number of forms from 

his own spoken usage of types already seen in Warner 48 and 49 including hafde (1/29, with 

<a> for /æ/, beside hæfdon (2/4)) and betwox (2/4, with <o> for /e:o/). 

By contrast, the evidence suggests Hand 2 did not have a H1L exemplar for the first six lines 

of Warner 47 (On the Lord’s Prayer). Though barely seventy words long, his contribution to 

this item contains five forms not usual in H1L, umlauted becymð (145/21), sy.SUBJ.PRES.3SG 

(145/21, 145/24), for þi (145/21), sceole.PRES.1PL. (145/22 (twice)), and gescylde (145/23), 

‘[he] might shelter’. The want of a H1L exemplar for this item is further confirmed by the 

spellings found in Hand 3’s portion of the text, which also includes a high concentration of 

non-H1L type spellings including (again) sy (145/28, 145/30) and þi (145/32, 146/7, 146/11), 

unsmoothed þeah- (145/29), umlauted abryð (146/5), diphthongised asceofen (146/10), <y> 

for earlier /ie/ in ʒecyrre (146/9) and the suffix -ness (x3). The last spelling is arguably a 

characteristic of Hand 3, and spellings like nafeð (145/29) and anrede, corrected to anræde 

(145/28), presumably the reading of the exemplar, suggest in his spoken dialect /æ/ had 

become /a/ and /æ:/ had become /e/ for him as well as Hand 2.  

By contrast, it would appear that Hand 3 did have an exemplar in H1L for Warner 46 

(Honorius 2). Forms that demonstrate this include <e> for earlier /ie/ in gelefeð (144/5) and 

ʒecerden (144/19), heow without i-umlaut (144/9, 145/7 (twice), 145/9), unumlauted present 

third-person singular berð (144/21, as well as preferred Hand 1 spellings like beo (144/8, 

145/16), ‘by’, hwu (144/11), ‘how’, briht- (144/8) and cwarterne (144/14). In fact, Hand 3’s 

deviations from H1L in this item are limited to -ness (144/21, 145/2) for -nyss, which may 

suggest that the frequent instances of <i> for H1L <y> and <y> for H1L <i> in Warner 47 go 

back to his exemplar for that text.  
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The only item that remains to be discussed is therefore Warner 20 (St Luke XI, 24-28), which 

is generally held to have been copied by Hand 2, but which Younge attributes to a fourth 

scribe. The text of Warner 20 is composite, with an excerpt from Ælfric’s supplementary 

homily for the Third Sunday in Lent supplemented with a sentence from his First Series 

homily for the Ascension, on those who who have faith and fear God but do not perform 

good works (Warner 58/34-59/2 = Clemoes 1997: 350/146-8). Younge (2012: 70-1) suggests 

that the scribe took the quotation from the Ascension homily from memory, so it might be 

necessary to consider the possibility there were two different ‘exemplars’ for Warner 20, but, 

in fact, linguistically there is no difference between the main excerpt and the shorter 

quotation appended to it.36 Indeed, comparison to Clemoes’ edition reveals the only change to 

the shorter quotation is the order of its two parts:  

Se þe gelefð on God 7 hafð ege, 7 nele þehhweðere god wyrcen, se byð þan deofle gelic, 7 

se mann þe nele geleuen on God, ne nænne Godes ege næfð, se byð wyrse þone se deofel. 

(Warner 58/34-59/2) 

Se man þe nele gelyfan on god ne nænne godes ege næfð.’ he bið wyrse þonne deofol; Se 

ðe gelyfð 7 hæfð ege 7 nele ðeahhwæðere god wyrcan; se bið ðonne deoflum gelic. 

(Clemoes 1997: 350/146-8).  

He who believes in God and has fear [of God] and nevertheless does not want to do good, 

is like the devil. And the man who does not want to believe in God and does not have any 

fear [of God], he is worse than the devil. 

In fact, the linguistic evidence suggests the exemplar for the item as a whole was in H1L and 

that the scribe handled it very much as Hand 2 handled his exemplars for the items he copied. 

The spellings indicative of an exemplar in H1L include mænn (58/24, 58/28) with <æ> for 

                                                 
36 Of the forms mentioned below, wyrse, gelefð and þeh are in this added sentence, suggesting it too came from 

a H1L exemplar. 
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the i-umlaut of /aN/, unumlauted third person singular cumð (58/26), <e> for earlier /ie/ in 

gelefð (58/34) and smoothed þeh- (58/34). As in Hand 2’s scribal work, deviations from H1L 

are found with <i> and <y>, for instance silf (58/28), wyse (58/29) and wyf (58/30), albeit 

beside a number of forms compatible with a H1L exemplar, including mycelre (58/31), 

genymð (58/28) and synden (58/33), as well as forms with <a> for earlier /æ/ (hafð (58/21) 

beside næfð (59/2) and <e> for earlier /æ:/ (Helend (58/23) beside Hælend (58/33)).  

To summarise: there is clear evidence that an exemplar (or exemplars) in H1L underlies 

Warner 1 (Creation), Warner 20 (St. Luke XI 24-28), Warner 46 (Honorius 2) and Warner 48 

(Phoenix) as well as all the items copied by Hand 1, including the ‘space fillers’. Only 

Warner 47 (Lord’s Prayer) and Warner 49 (Annunciation) drew on exemplars in non-H1L. 

Moreover, non-H1L spellings (particularly for /i, y/ and /æ(:)/) in these items as well as those 

copied from H1L exemplars by Hands 2, 3 and (if he was a separate scribe) Hand 4 show that 

they were not, any more than Hand 1, trained in the language of their principal exemplar or 

exemplars. 

The findings have major ramifications for recent work on Vespasian D. xiv, particularly by 

Treharne and Younge, which has attempted to claim the manuscript by virtue of its perceived 

piecemeal assembly by an editorialising scribe as an unusually potent witness to the active 

reuse of Old English texts in mid-twelfth-century Canterbury. For if, as shown above, all but 

two of the items were already in H1L when the scribes encountered them, then the most their 

act of compilation can have involved is selection and abridgement. The absence of evidence 

that most of the bridging sentences unique to the manuscript were composed by any of its 

scribes suggests it is unlikely they had much responsibility for selection and abridgement 
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either.37 All that can ultimately be attributed to the scribes is the addition of excerpts from 

two Ælfric sermons from one line of textual transmission to a large collection of material 

culled from an exemplar or set of related exemplars from another.   

8. Conclusion 

While some thirty-five manuscripts or fragments of Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies survive, there 

must once have existed many more. Clemoes’ stemma posits the existence of at least another 

seventy.38 This article has posited an additional lost manuscript, the exemplar in H1L which 

was copied by the scribes of Vespasian D. xiv.39 This lost manuscript is in fact of 

                                                 
37 One feature suggestive of Hand 1’s limited role in abridgement is that though five of the twenty-two items 

that come from Ælfric’s First and Second Series of Catholic Homilies (Warner 13 (St Peter) (27/31-2), Warner 

15 (Twelfth Sunday after Pentecost) (41/21-2), Warner 38 (Drihthelm) (120/17), Warner 39 (Lent) (121/11-12), 

Warner 40 (St Paul) (121/14-15) begin or end with sentences or part sentences that are unique to Vespasian D. 

xiv, and therefore putatively added during their adaptation, these phrases contain no forms that deviate from 

H1L and plenty that conform to it (for instance þysser (27/31); þyssen (41/22); gyf (120/17); mugen (121/12); 

wyreceð (121/14); wille, ‘desire’ (121/14) and myrhðe (121/15)). 

38 According to Clemoes (1997: 160, 162), from Ælfric’s scriptorium two manuscripts survive and a further 

nineteen can be posited, while from outside his scriptorium, thirty-four manuscripts survive and some fifty 

others can be posited. This figure does not include whatever exemplars most directly underlie Vespasian D. xiv 

since the stemma of the β-text (Clemoes 1997: 44) does not identify any specific intermediaries between 

Vespasian D. xiv and Sigeric’s copy. 

39 While the manuscript may have comprised multiple volumes, the language suggests their production was a 

coherent enterprise. I will therefore refer to the exemplar of Vespasian D. xiv (except Warner 47 (Lord’s Prayer) 

and Warner 49 (Annunciation)) as a manuscript (in the same way that other multi-volume homiliaries like 

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 340 + 342 or Oxford Bodleian Library, MS Hatton 113 + Hatton 114 + 

Junius 121 can be referred to as single manuscripts). 
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considerably more interest than Vespasian D. xiv itself, which has been shown to be a 

relatively faithful copy of its exemplars with only a few minor additions. 

We know a certain amount about this lost manuscript. So far as we can judge, it was written 

throughout in the regular and idiosyncratic idiom this article has called Hand 1 Language. A 

terminus post quem for its compilation is provided by the composition of the Elucidarium 

around 1100, excerpts from which underlie Warner 45 and 46, which I have shown depend, 

like the majority of the manuscript, on an exemplar in H1L. The terminus ante quem for the 

lost manuscript’s production is the date of Vespasian D. xiv itself, which, as we have seen, 

palaeographers agree was copied around 1150. Where this lost manuscript was written is 

unclear, and an obvious subject for future research, but Kitson’s observation (1993: 43 n116) 

that the language of Vespasian D. xiv (i. e. H1L) belongs ‘definitely from further north in the 

south-east than Kent’ warrants attention. One palaeographical feature it seems likely to have 

had is the use of Caroline g for the stop and insular ʒ for the spirant, reflected in Vespasian D. 

xiv only in three items copied by the minor hands.40 

The origins of the compilation that survives as Vespasian D. xiv should therefore be sought in 

the first half of the twelfth century and perhaps earlier rather than later, given the distance 

spellings with <a> for /æ/, <e> for /æ:/ and <e> for /e(:)o/ imply there was between Hands 2 

                                                 
40 This distinction is used systematically only in Warner 46 (Honorius 2), copied by Hand 3, Warner 47 (On the 

Lord’s Prayer), copied by Hands 2 and 3 in collaboration, and Warner 48 (The Phoenix Homily), copied by 

Hand 2, all texts I have argued go back to exemplars in H1L. Hand 2 does not use the distinction in Warner 49 

(The Annunciation of St Mary), copied from a non-H1L exemplar, suggesting it is unlikely he introduced it in 

Warner 48. This suggests the distinction was present in his and other H1L exemplars, and that Hand 1’s 

exclusive use of Caroline g overrode a distinction his exemplars made. 
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and 3’s unconstrained use and that of their exemplars.41 Perhaps surprisingly, even ostensible 

proponents of Vespasian D. xiv as a product of the mid-twelfth century have sometimes 

offered arguments that would more naturally suit a date of composition in this earlier period. 

Thus in an article, Younge (2012: 17) suggests (emphasis mine):  

The compiler’s concern with monastic perfection and the related issues of celibacy and 

simony indicate the manuscript’s genesis in the earnest climate of reform that existed at 

Christ Church, Canterbury, in the first half of the twelfth century. 

Similarly, Treharne, discussing the manuscript in Living through Conquest (2012: 158), 

ostensibly asserts the manuscript’s contemporaneity at the same time as emphasising cultural 

connections perhaps half a century antecedent to its copying:42 

Anselm, Ralph [d’Escures] and Honorius are intellectual stars of the post-Conquest period, 

and seem to be very important within the context of Vespasian D. xiv. An English writer at 

Christ Church was clearly aware of the significance of their devotional practices, and their 

pastoral and homiletic work, and sought to bring these to a larger audience. He clearly 

recognized the literary and linguistic merits of English as a medium for up-to-date 

theological writings. 

Redating the major act of compilation that underlies the manuscript to the first half of the 

twelfth century, as this article does, thus helps ease a difficulty in recent literary critical 

treatments of its production. 

                                                 
41 Establishing Hand 1’s unconstrained use remains a desideratum, though it will be considerably more 

methodologically challenging than defining the unconstrained use of Hands 2 and 3, for which Hand 1’s usage 

provides a control. 

42 See also Handley (1974: 248-50), who suggests a number of connections between the manuscript’s contents 

and Anselm. 
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Redating the language of Vespasian D. xiv from 1150 to earlier in the twelfth century also 

helps make the linguistic history of the twelfth century, and of the transition from Old 

English to Middle English, look a little less messy. As was emphasised at the beginning of 

this article, if Vespasian D. xiv, the language of which has often been described as modified 

late West Saxon, was compiled around 1150 that puts it within one generation of 

acknowledged Early Middle English texts like the Ormulum and Trinity and Lambeth 

Homilies and makes the transition from Old English to Middle English look extraordinarily 

sudden and therefore inscrutable. But if philology, codicology, palaeography and textual 

criticism can work in tandem as they have in this article to establish the date of the language 

underlying this and other twelfth-century manuscripts, then a better understanding of that 

transition, and whether it was ‘the most dramatic in the History of English’, should be 

possible. And that will, in turn, further illuminate the complex cultural and literary 

transactions of the post-Conquest period. 

Appendix: H1L Preferred Forms 

The list of spellings below is based on those texts copied by Hand 1. It is ordered 

alphabetically, with the headwords spelled in accordance with the norms of H1L. Unless 

otherwise stated, the frequency counts include the headword occuring as a simplex, prefixed, 

in compounds or as the basis for a deverbal formation.  

Ænde, ‘end’ and ændian, ‘to end’: <æ> x 43, <e> x 0. 

Æng(e)l, ‘angel’: <æ> x 135, <e> x 4. 

Ænglisc, ‘English’: <æ> x 12, <e> x 2.  

Anræd, ‘single-minded’: <æ> x 6, <a> x 0, <e> x 0. 

Ansen, ‘appearance’: <e> x 10, <y> x 8. 
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Beme, ‘trumpet’: <e> x 3, <i, y> x 0. 

Berst, berð, ‘[you] bear, [he] bears’: <e> x 5, <i, y> x 0. 

Beo, ‘[I, you, he] shall be’: <eo> x 85, <y> x 1. 

Beo, ‘about’ etc: <eo> x 186, <e> x 7, <ig> x 3. 

Betwux, ‘between’: <wux> x 43, <wix> x 1, <weonen> x 6 <wynen> x 1. 

Briht, ‘bright’: briht <i> x 16 and not otherwise (but cf. beorhthwile (41/18) for bearhtmhwil, 

‘twinkling of an eye’). 

Bryst, bryð,’[you] decay, [he] decays’: not attested (cf. Hand 3 abryð (146/5)). 

Byst, byð, ‘‘[you] are, [he] is’: <y> x 509, <i> x 0. 

Cæmpe, ‘warrior’: <æ> x15, <e> x 0. 

Cegen, ‘to call’: <e> x 9, <i, y> x 1. 

Cele, ‘chill’: <e> x 7, <y> x 0. 

Cepen, ‘buy’: <e> x 16; <i, y> x 3.  

Cerran, ‘turn’: <e> x 41 and <y> x 2. 

Cumst, cumð, ‘you come, [he] comes’: <u> x 34, <y> x 0. 

Cwarterne, ‘prison’: <a> x 26, <ea> x 0 

Cweð(st), cweð(ð), ‘you say, [he] says’: <e> x 8, <y> x 8. 

Cwide, ‘saying’: <i> x 14, <y> x 0. 

Cyme, ‘arrival’: <y> x 14, <i> x 0. 

Cynn, ‘kind’: <y> x 28, <i> x 0. 
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Cydde(n), ‘[I/you/he/we/they] know’: <y> x 20, <i> x 4.  

Dene, ‘valley’: <e> x 9, <æ> x 0.  

Drihten, ‘lord’: <i> x 163, <y> x 0. 

Dysig, ‘foolish’: <y> x 15, <i> x 0. 

Eht, ‘eight’: <e> x 13, <ea> x 0. 

Eldu, ‘age’: <e> x 16, <y> x 3. 

Emb-, ‘around’: <e> x 20, <y> x 8. 

Eorre, ‘anger’: <eo> x10, <y> x 4. 

Færst, færð, ‘[you] go, [he] goes’: <æ> x 7, <a> x 0. 

Fex, ‘hair’: <e> x 6, <ea> x 0 

Fiht, ‘fight’: <i> x 12, <eo> x 0. 

Fri(g)dom, ‘freedom’: <i> x 6, <eo> x 0. 

Geldan, ‘to yield’: <e> x 4,  <i, y> x 0. 

Geman, ‘to care’: <e> x 30, <y> x 0. 

Gernan, ‘desire’: <e> x 5, <i, y> x 0. 

Gyf, ‘if’: <y> x 219, <i> x 0. 

Hæfst, hæfð, ‘[you] have, [he] has’: <æ> x 34, <e> x 0, <a> x 0. 

Hæfde(n), ‘[I / you / he / we / they] had’: <æ> x 67, <e> x 0, <a> x 0 

Hælend, ‘Saviour’: <æ> x 140, <e> x 0.  

Gehænde, ‘near’: <æ> x 5, <e> x 1.  
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Healt, ‘[he] holds’: <ea> x 9, <i, y> x 0 

Hefst, hefð, ‘[you] raise up, [he] raises up’: <e> x 7, <i, y> x 0. 

Heh, ‘high’: <e> x 38, <ea> x 2. 

Heo, ‘she, they’: <eo> x 804, <ie> x 1. 

Heow, ‘colour’: <eo> x 17, <y> x3. 

Heran, ‘hear’: <e> x 62, <y> x 14. 

Herd, ‘shepherd’: <e> x 8, <i> x 2. 

Herre, ‘higher’ and hegeste, ‘highest’: <e> x 2, <i, y> x 0. 

Hertan, ‘encourage’: <e> x 3, <y> x 1. 

Hwæt, ‘what’: <æ> x 118, <e> x 0, <a> x 1.  

Hwi, ‘why’: <y> x 21, <i> x 3. 

Hwu, ‘how’: <hw> x 85, <hu> x 1.  

Hyht, ‘hope’, hyhtan, ‘to hope’: <y> x 14, <i> x 0. 

Larðeaw, ‘teacher’: <rðe> x 29, <re> x 1. 

Lænden, ‘loins’: <æ> x 2, <e> x 0. 

Læncten, ‘Lent’: <æ> x 3, <e> x 1. 

Lefan, ‘believe’: <e> x 67, <y> x 17. 

Leht(e)r, ‘sin’: <e> x 22, <ea> x 1. 

Lesan, ‘free’ and derivatives (<e> x 33 and <y> x 6) 

-lic(e), ‘-(i)ly’: approximately <i> x 800, <y> x 0. 
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Lucst, lucð, ‘[you] lock, [he] locks’: <u> x 0, <y> x 0 (but cf. Hand 2 belucð (1/8)) 

(-)mænn, ‘men’ with <æ> x 153, <e> x 0. 

Mugen, ‘[we / you / they] might’: <u> x 59, <a> x 10, <æ> x 1. 

Myc(e)l, ‘large’: <y> x 209, <i> x 0. 

Myr(e)hð, ‘joy’: <y> x 11, <i> x 0. 

Mycel, ‘large’: <y> x 209, <i> x 0. 

Næfre, ‘never’: <æ> x 49, <e> x 0, <a> x 0. 

Næmnan, ‘name’: <æ> x 10, <e> x 0. 

Neow, ‘new’: <eo> x 8, <y> x 2. 

Neh, ‘near’: <e> x 9, <ea> 2. 

Niht, ‘night’: <i> x 27, <e> x 0. 

Nymen, ‘to take’: <y> x 31, <i> x 0.  

-nyss, ‘-ness’: approximately <y> x 700, <e> x 3. 

Nyten, ‘livestock’: <y> x 13, <e> x 0. 

Oððet, ‘until’: <e> x 20, <æ> x 1. 

Sceofen, ‘pushed.PAST.PART’: <o> x 3, <eo> x 0. 

Scep, ‘sheep’: <e> x 15, <ea> x 0. 

Scilden, ‘shelter’: <i> x 7  (<y> spellings reserved for scyld, ‘sin’) 

Scolde(n), ‘[I, you, he, we, they] must’: <o> x 48, <eo> x 1. 

Sculen, ‘[they] must’: <u> x 63, <eo> x 3. 
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Scyppend, ‘Creator’: <y> x 14, <e> x 0. 

Seh, ‘[he / she] saw’: <e> x 49, <ea> x 2. 

Seo, ‘[I / you / he] shall be’: <eo> x 79, <y> x 18. 

Sendan, ‘send’: <æ> x 53, <e> x 3. 

Smæte, ‘refined’: <æ> x 1, <e> x 0, <a> x 0. 

Smerian, ‘anoint’: <e> x 4. 

Stanst, stant, ‘[you] stand, [he] stands’: <a> x 10, <æ> x 0. 

Stencan, ‘scatter’: <æ> x 4, <e> x 0. 

Steran, ‘steer’: <e> x 2, <y> x 0, <i> x 0. 

Swæncan, ‘oppress’: <æ> x 11, <e> x 0. 

Swutel, ‘manifest’, swutelian, ‘make clear’: <-w-> x 38, <-ø-> x 2. 

Swylc, ‘such’: <y> x 88, <i> x 0. 

Swync, ‘labour’: <y> x 22, <i> x 6.  

Swyðe, ‘very’: <y> x 163 (<i> spellings are all forms of swiðan, ‘strengthen’) 

Sylf, ‘self’: <y> x 181, <i> x 0 

Sym(b)le, ‘always’: <y> x 23, <i> x 17. 

Synd(en), ‘[we/you/they] are’: <y> x 140, <i> x 0.  

Syrwian, ‘plot’: <y> x 5, <e> x 0. 

Ten, ‘ten’: <e> x 6, <i, y> x 0.  

Treow, ‘tree’: <eo> x 15, <e> x 0, <o> x 0.   
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Þeh, ‘though’: <e> x 143, <ea> x 2. 

Þeostre, ‘darkness’: <eo> x 17. 

(for) Þy, ‘because’: <y> x 35, <i> x 0.  

Þys(s)en, ‘to this / these’: <y> x 110, <i> x 0 

Þys(s)er(e), ‘[of / for] this’: <y> x 48, <i> x 0. 

(-)wændan, ‘turn’: <æ> x 47, <e> x 23. 

Welle, ‘spring’: <e> x 4, <i, y> x 0. 

Wif, ‘woman’: <i> x 64, <y> x 0.  

Wille, ‘desire’: <i> x 33, <y> x 0 (cp. wyllan, ‘to want’, below). 

Wis, ‘wise’: <i> (approximately) x 40, <y> x 0 

Wið, ‘with’: <i> x 150, <y> x 0. 

Wur(e)ld, ‘world’: <u> x 82, <eo> x 0, <o> x 0.  

Wyllan, ‘to want’: <y> 67 , <i> 3.  

Wyr(e)cen, ‘to work’: <y> x 31, <i> x 0. 

Wyr(e)gian <e> x 20, <y> x 3. 

Wyrse, ‘worse’: <y> x 14, <u> x 1. 

Yfel, ‘evil’: <y> x 129, <i> x 0. 
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